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UITRODUCTION 

The guidelines contained in the present study relate to 
hydraulic turbines and other equipment applied at small hydropower 
plants. 

In recent years, as a result of the rise in prices for 
organic fuel, considerable interest has been created in different 
sources of renewable energy, in particular those as so= iateJ with 
the energy of rivers. The most economic power plants installed on 
large rivers are of high capacity. In developed industrial coun
trie:: the most econoaic sources have been exploited or their 
development has been undertaken. Although their construction 
costs are relatively low, large hydropower plants de-nd large 
capital investments and long constru~tion periods. Hence renewed 
interest in small hydropower installations has been expressed in 
countries with a high level of utilization of ~ydropover resources. 

In developing countries the financial possibilities do not 
always exist for construction of large hydropower plants. The 
development of energy of small rivers through the construction of 
s .. 11 hydropower installations is therefore of priaary iapor
tance. It should be noted that small hydropover plants may also 
be .-rofi table when installed at various water control structures 
associated with water supply, navigation, irrigation etc. 

Specific energy costs at small power plants are higher than 
at large hydropower installations. During desi~n and ~onstruction 
of small hydropower plants it is therefore necessary to ser.rch 
continuously for ways of raising profitability through reductio:i 
of construction costs by using unified structural elements and 
standard mass-produc~d equipment. 

Operating costs of small hydropower plants should be reduced 
to a minimum through complete automation of plant operation, 
e111ployment of remote control S)'stems and rejection of permanent 
operating personnel. Equipment reliability should be high, with 
regular maintenance intervals and the use of industrial methods in 
equipment maintenance. 

The exploitation of the energy of small rivers and other 
water control systems depends to a certain extent on State 
policies designed to stimulate construction of s111&1l hydropower 
ir.stallations. In some countries financial incentivP.1 have been 
given in the form of concessionary loans for construction of small 
hydropover installations. Under such conditions, small hydropo~er 
plants appear to be profitable means of satisfying the de111and of 
isolated consum-.rs and small power systems. 

Hydraulic turbines installed at sma 11 hydropower plants wi 11 
be ref P.rred t.o hereinafter as small turbine•. At the present time 
thP.rP. is no limiting value for parameters of small hydraulic 
turbines, various countries and companlP.1 having variable limiting 
parllmeters. 
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The -·dmum capacity of a small turbine may be adopted as 
10,000 kW, although some manufacturing c<>111panies include units of 
up to 15,000 kW within the range of their s•all turbines. The 
ainilRllll capacity of small turbines may be adopted as 50 kW. 

The highest demands of small "owe• plants are for ~urbines of 
1,000-2,000 kW capacity. To reduce turbine costs it seems neces 
sary to develop standard designs based on building-blocks. 

Turbines of high capacity are manufactured according to 
custom-made designs, thus resulting in higher specific costs. 
Turbines of small power plants opera~~ complete with other equip
aent, including genec-ators, speed governot's, control systems and 
step-up geat's. All such equipment must be standardized and mess 
produced. 

The pu~pose of the following guidelines on the applica~ion of 
saall hydraulic turbines is to introduce th~ main conclusions of 
the theory of tut"bines required for a better understanding and a 
proper selection of tuC'bines by specialists. The guidelines s!>ow 
schemes and principles of operation of the main types of turbines 
eaployed at small hydropower plants, and present the main princi
ples and tasks of standardization turbines through specific 
e1:amples. Standards of tt.0rbines manufactured by dif.erent com·
panies are also described. 

The guidelines are intended for mechanical engineer-s without 
special training in the field of hydraulic turbines. 

A special word of thanks is adJressed to the United NRtions 
Industrial Development Organization and the managements of Bel I, 
Gilbert Gilkes and Cordon, Kessler, Hitachi, Ossberr;er, S;inden, 
Yoest-Alpine and Voith turbin& manufacturers, which enablPri the 
author to familiarize himself with the manufacture of sm3ll 
hydraulic turbines and to obtain the necess3ry information for use 
in the guidelines. Nevertheless, since infomation wes limited, 
the text may not be wholly free from i.1accurac ies. The author 
will accept and take into account any helpful suggestions and 
remarks. 
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t. HYORAUl.IC TURBINES: GE11£RAL tNFOmtATION 

A. Main concepts and definitions 

The hydraulic tl.:c-bine is a machine that converts the energJ 
of water into 111echanical energJ bJ using a runner that serves as 
pri111ary mover. This energJ is passed lln, via the turbine shaft, 
to the ePergy user, which may be either an electrical genera~~~ or 
any other machine. 

A liquid at rest or in motion possesses a store of mechanical 
energy which is ch~racterized by the specific value: 

(1) 

which is energy related to a unit of a liquid mass. 

Z = Elevation of the considered particl~ of a liquid above the 
conditional plane of comparison (m) 

g Gravity (111 sec-2) 

Liquid density (kg m-3) 

V Liquid particle velocity (111 ser-1) 

From the abo··: equation {::.) it is seen that energy E is the 
sum of potential ener,;/ determined by the first two terms and 
kinetic energy. 

Usually for practical purposes a more descriptive expression 
of energy related to a weight unit o( a liquid is applied. 

2 
K : Z + ~ + !.... {m) 

r. g 2g 

(2) 

In this expression specific energy has the ~imensions of one 
meter of a liquid column. 

Utilization of water po~er in a hydraulic turbine is ac~ieved 
by the water flow from a high-lying to a low-lying energy lev~l. 

Figure 1 illustrates one of the possible vadants of hydrau
lic turbine installations. 

The water in the upstream reservoir in se~tion A-A po~se11e1 
a higher energy than that in section 8-B of the tailrace. In the 
abSt~nr.e of the water flow t.he difference of specific energies in 
these two sections ia determined by the value 

(3) 

This value is known 11 th~ gro~• head. 
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When locating the elevations the reference point is an arbi

trary horizontal line 0-0. 

During operation of the turbine the water flows through water 
conveying channels, the hydraulic turbine and outlet channels of 
the hydropower plant. Because of losses of a part of mechanical 
energy of the liquid resulting from friction, the energy which may 
be transferred to the runner will be less than Hg-

Let us denote the inlet and outlet sections of the turbine ~y 
1-1 and 2-2 respectively_ The difference in specific energies of 
the flow between these sections is 

pl 
2 

p2 
v2 

VI (4) 
Rn -= <Z1 + - + _) - CZ2 + - + -1.> 

g: 2g g; 2g 

and is known as the net heaJ. 

The volume of water flowing through the turbine during one 
second is known as the turbine discharge and is deaoted as 

Q m3 sec-1. 

Velocities V1 and V2 in the formula (4) are average 

values for sections 1-1 and 2-2 and are equal to 

V1 -= Q . V2 = Q 
Al A2 

where A1 am .. A2 = Sectional areas cm2). 

The energy suppl~ed to the turbine in one second and dis

charged by it is 

Pd = 9.81Qll CkWl (5) 

where = 1,000 kgm-3 and g = 9.81 m sec-2. 

The value Pd is the power r.onsumed by the hydraulic turbine. 

In the turbine not all the power Pd may be completely uti
lized usefo lly. A part of supplied meet.An ical energy is converted 
ir.to heat energ:f because of internal friction of the liquid, los·· 
ses in the supports and other internal losses. 

The power output of the turbine is 

where t is the efficiency of the hydraulic turbine which is the 
rat.iri of th•· developed power to the delivered power of the turbine. 

v 
·11 

'Ill 

Volumetric efficiency 
Hydraulic P<ttciency 
l':,.··hnni "~1 eff idP.nry 



The volumetric efficiency is 
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where Qr is the discharge of water flowing through the runner. 

In some systems of hydraulic turbines the discharge through 
thP. runner is less than that chrou~n the turbine because a part of 
the liquid flowing through t'le tut·<> i.ne passes by the runner and 
does no useful work. 

Hydraulic efficiency 

h 
pd - pv 

where Pv ;. g (Q - Qy) Hn (the power lost due to the leakage) 

Mh · = :gQrHth (the hydraulic power 
tr•nsf erred from the 
runner). 

Notation: 

or the 
water 

power 
to the 

The torque developed by the liquid on the rurner (Nm) 
Angular velocity of the turbine shaft (sec-1) 
Theoretical head showing the value of specific energy 
transferred to the runner blades by the liquid 

From the expressions above it is seen that 

h 
Hth 
H 

n 

The turbine shaft power is less than the hydraulic power by 
the value of mechanical losses occurring in the turbine shaft 
bearings and on the outer surfaces of the runner. Therefore the 
mechanical pff iciency is 

The main operating para~eters of the turbine are 

Power • Pt O:W) 
Net head " Hn Cm) 
Discharge - Q (m3 sec-1) 
Speed = n (min-1) 

From thr shaft of the hydraulic turbin"' mechanical energy is 
tran~f'Prred to an rleclric gP.nP.rator. ln some cases of applica
t.inn of small turbines a dir11ct tr1tnsfP.r of energy to soml! mechan
ir.al machine nf thP. usP.r is possible. 

The power P of lhc hydraulic unit is usually measured at 
g11nerat.or termin111s. Usually it is less than the turbinl! power 
Pt by the valuP. of losses in transfP.r and in the gr.nP.rator. 
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In turbines of small hydropower plants the trend today is 
usually towards the use of high speed mass produced electrical 
generators because of their relatively low costs. For their 
matching with the low speed turbir.es step up gears installed 
between turbine and &enerator shafts are to be used. 

where 

tt is obvious •hat 

TR 
G 

p = Pt ·c TR 

Transfer efficiency 
Generator efficiency 

During operation of the turbine at lhe hydropower plant the 
pow<~ developed by the turbine is determined by the generator load 
and the electric power demand of the system. Depending on dif 
ferPr.t. conditions the turbine power may vary within a definit" 
ra.ng ... 

During operation of the turbine at the power plant I he speed 
of the turbine is usually constant irrespective of the load. For 
variation of the turbine power the water discharge is regulated by 
the special control system. 

During different pPriods of operation the net head may vary. 
Operating conditions of the turbine at lhe power plant are deter
mine<i by the combinatio .. of working parameters. At a fixed value 
of n thPr:-e is a head and discharge at which lhe turbine operates 
with maximum efficiency. This condition is called optimum. At 
deviation from the optimum ::onditions the efficiency of the tur
bine will be lower. 

8. Similarity laws 

ThP turbines are considered geometrically similar if the 
relative dimPnsionless co ordinates of the water passage of these 
turbinPs are similar. To obtain the dimensionless co-ordinates it 
is nerPssary to find the relation of lhe co ordinates to a certain 
characteristic linear:- dimension, for instance the diametP.r D of 
th,. runner. 

Thu~ in r;rnmetrically similar turbines for the corrP.sponding 
poin•• nf the water passage the following condition should be met: 

x. 
1. 

D 

Y. 
idPm, -~ 

D 

z. 
idem, .-1. 

D 
idem 

tJs11al ly the water passar;P mP.ans 1.hP spsce i:onfinP.d bPtWPen 
inlPt. 11nd out let. sert innR of t.hP. turbine t.hrnugh whir:h thP water 
flows. 

rinematirally similar operatinr; r:nnditions of the turbine are 
th,. rrintfi t. inflS in whir.h velocity Vert.ors at. r.orrespontfing point¥ 
or th•· flow form simil11r Angles with r:o ordin11t.e •UP.~ and t1.· 
rst in of Ahr.nlut.•• 11Alur5 of VP.locit.y for the whole of the flow 
l".OllSt.11nl. 

1. .. 1 us tf••not" prripht!ral vP.lorit.y by 11, rrlat.i11e vrlor.;i.y by 
W '"'! •~1~'d11t~ V1>Jnrity by V. 
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Tben Y "'V + U 

+ + + 
that is, vectors V, V, U have constructed a triangle of velocities. 

Figure 2 shows triangles of veloc:.itie~ for fluid particles in 
sections in front of the runner (V1, v1 , U1> snd after the 
runner (V2, V2, 02>- ln tinematicallJ siailar operating 
conditions of the turbine triangles of velocities are siailar. In 
figure 2 the triangle of velocities for the siailar oper~ting con
ditions is shown bJ a dashed line. 

Figure ~- Triangles of velocities for fluid particles 

lt is tnovn that in compliance with the Euler equation 

(6) 

For the fulfil11ent of the condi:.'..,ns of si•ihrity at the 
runner inlet (figure 2) it is necessary that 

and at the runner outlet 

Since 

u -, no, 'Q 
V11 "1 .-!: 

I o2 

idem ( 7) 

(8) 

(9) 

then it seems possible to express the conditions of kinematic 
similal"ity in terms of operating parameters of the turbine. Tn 
conformity with (6), (7

1

), (8) and (9) 

i • idem 

no3 
(10) 
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Froa eKpressions (10) ve obt~in the known siailaritJ formulas con
necting the operating paraaetcrs of two ,eoaetricallJ siailar tur
bines operating under siailar kinP.aatic ~~ndit.ions: 

n' !! 
'H' 112 i r ': l/2 

n Di _I! _, ( 11) 

D' H' . n. I r,hj 

2 H' \12 f,.1112 
r',~ 

Q !!' nl 1.:h• -1 
,o H I C• 

. 
n . ho ·v 

Q' (12) 

(13) 

Let us eKclude linear dimensions of turbines from formulas 
(11)-(13). Thus we obtain at 

'p 'l/2 H' 1 5/4 •1ii'5/4 . ,,' I l /2 
(14) n' n~ ....!!. 

I 
~ 

P' H . nh: ' t' n. \ 
... 

In conformity with formulas (1.1)-(14) it is possible to cal
culate the opP.rating parameters of the turbine. Aside from the 
known operating parameters of turbines, the~e formulas ir.-lude 
relations of efficiencies a~ well. For practical calculations in 
the field of hydraulic turbines of small hydropower plants the 
relations of volumetdc and mechanical efficiencies may bP t.aken 
to be equal to unity. The relation of hydraulic efficiencies is 
usually evaluated by •pproKimation formulas which have a wide dis
tribution. In particular it may be taken that 

where 

'I' 
h 

Re 
R' 

e 

(1-X) + X Re:l/5 
R' el 

·• 10. 2 •H ·~ l/2 
ii· Iii· 

(15) 

where is the temperature dependent coefficient of kinematic vis
cosity of water. Table 1 shows approximate valuet. 

Table 1. Approximate values of hy~raulic efficiencies 

---------·· --------·---------
l. 3 1.14 1.0 0.9 0.81 0. 7'; 

t, •c 10 15 20 25 30 40 

---- ---------------~-----------·-- -- ·-- -·-·- ------ -

Cnefficient X in the formule (15) represents lhP 1h11rP of 
recalrulated hydr~~lic losses: 

X a 0.6 · 0. /'; 
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·:ydl"aulic efficiency h is usually detel"mined ur>~cr d;f .. 
f.,l"ent opel"ating conditions of the tul"bine dudng tul"binP model 
te~-s on a special labo!"atol"y test l"ig. 

The powel" developed by the tul"bine val"ies pl"opol"lionally with 
the values of the head and the di schal"ge. The head at the powel" 
plant is det.Prmined mainly by local conditions. In some cases it 
is possible to c!"eate high heads l"eaching 500-1,000 m and even 
highel". In othel" conditions only low heads up to 1-1."> m can be 
l"each.,J. 

The dischal"ge of the watel" utilized by the hydl"opowel" plant 
depends on the l"ivel" flow. The dischal"ge of the watel" consumed by 
tul"bines and the l"ivP.l" flow may differ from one another ir. the 
pl"esence of a storage l"esel"voir. The stol"age reservoir will store 
up the "'ate!" during thP time when the river flow is highel" than 
the dischal"ge of the hydropowel" plant. The stol"ed water is used 
for powel" genel"ation at the hydropowel" plant ducing the peciods of 
highel" discharge and powel". 

Frequently dul"ing construction of small hydropowel" plant= it 
is impossible to create a high ~apacity stocage cese!"voir. Thece 
fol"e the discharge at the plant is govecned by the rive!" flow. 

The water discharge in diffe•ent. t"i,;e•s val"ies c.vel" a wide 
range. At the same time this value varies f rcquent ly thco1.r,i1out 
the yea!". In som•, pel"iods the discharge of the river diffecs 
markedly from the average annual discnacge. AP?COximatcly it ma~ 

be noted that the tul"bine dischai:-ge at small hydl"opowel" plants 
l"anges between 0.0") and 30 ml sec·l in diffecent conditions. 

Al high head ~ydropowel" plants water disch&l"[eS al"" most com
monly low. At. low head hydl"opowel" plants the c! i scharg,e is usue lly 
highel". 

In the lul"binP l"unnel" mechanical energy of lhe wat~r is 
transferred to the runner and the shaft. In accol"dance ldil!l the 
relation between the turbine operating parar .. eler:. relativt? dimen
sions of watPr passages vsry ovt?r a widP. cange. TherP is a com 
pl ex '}uant ity cal led the spec if >c speea which in many respects 
cher;idedz.es the relation between dimensions of the water i•a,;sage. 

ThP specif ir speed is calculated by 

l .b"> 

where n - 5pePd (min 1) 
H0 - NPt head (ml 

112 n1• QI 
·- .. t .' 

H114 
n 

Pt 0 Turbin~ power (hp) 
Q Oischerge (m1 SPc 1) 

Jf the power is measured in kW, then 

117 
I nP t 
6 H 'i14 

n 

" 1 . 1 I> I n 1 kw 

: lb) 
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If the head is measured in feet and the power in hp, then in coa
pl iance with the formula (16) we obtain 

ns (m, hp) ; q.446 ns (ft, hp) 

Fonaula of specific speed is obtained fro• (14) if we ignore 
change of hydraulic and mechanical efficiencies. ln these condi
tions it -y be thought that for geometrically similar turbi1.es 
operating in k.inematically siailar conditions tlae value of the 
3pecific speed ns is constant. 

Usually the turbine is characteri~ed by the value ns deter
ained by operating parameters existing under conditions of maximum 
efficiency. 

The specific speed of modern turbines varies over a wide range 

ns = 10-1,200 

Turbines with a low value of ns are used at higher ':.ads. 
At lower heads speedy turbines with a high value of are 
applied. 

D. Reduced parameters of turbines 

The specific speed is a complex measure showing the relatioa 
of operating parameters in optimum conditions. It is evident that 
the coeffici~nt ns does not depend on dimensions 'lf th" turbine 
and is constant for all geometrically similar turbines. 

Under actual conditions the operating parameters and dimen-
sions of geoa1etrically similar turbines vary within wide limits. 
For comparison of turbines and characteristirs of their operating 
conditions the so- called reduced parameter~ conlro1lir1g the opera 
ting para11eters of geoa1etrically similar turbines with D <diam 
eter) : 1 m and running under the net head Hn ~ 1 11 have found 

wide use. 

H' 
n 

If in sia1ilarity formulas {11)-(13) we assume D' 

l m, then we obtain the reduced values 

n' 
l 

Q' 1 
D 

ptl 

1 
1;2· 

. -1 
min 

m 

JL __ _l 3 - 1 
m • 2 112 112 

H m 
n 

-~!_ __ 1 kW 
07 H312 -iii' 

m 
n 

where n' ~ ReducP.d speed 
1 

Q' . R11duced discharge 
1 

p• 
u 

. Rf!dUl'.ed ~urbinP pow11r 

1 m and 

{17) 

{18) 

{19) 
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In formulae (1:)-(19) the C'atio of voluaetdc and mechanical 
efficiencies is taken to bP equal lo uni•1. Coefficient 

is the c-atio betve .. n hydC'aulic efficie1..-io>!'" <>f the considPC'ed tur
bine and its tP.sted model. The foe"aul$ ClSl may be used foe' cal 
culation of•· In appC'o•imale calculatinns • : I is allovable. 

The C"educed values ni, Qi, Ptl aC"e constant in kinemalically 
si•il .. r ··nndilions. The:;c values aC'e defined bf 111<>del tests. 

FC'o• foe"aulae (17)-(19) it f<>llovs that 

112 
l/L n' H 

(20) n _L_.!L__ • D 

Q Q'D2 Hl/2 112 (21) • l n 

pt p• D2 H312 312 
(21) : • tl 

FC"om the known values ni, Qi. Pt1 obtained fC"om model l~sts it 
is easy to calculate lhe opeC'ating parameteC's of the ge<>~elC"ically 
similaC' tuC'bine of any dimensions running undeC' any specified head. 
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II. CLASSIFlCATlOM OF TUIBilllES 

A. Cl~sses of turbines 

First let us consider classification of hydraulic turbines in 
tP.ras of distinguishing features of hJdraulic action. FrOll for-
1111la (4) and the detei:-ainatioa of the net head it is seen that the 
ch•age in -chanical eaergf of the fluid occ11rs in the turbine. 
As it lakes place potential and kinetic energies also change. ~k 
terms of hJdraulic action all the turbines .. , be divided into tvo 
classes, impulse and reaction. 

The distinctive feature of impulse hJdraulic turbines is that 
there is no change in potential energJ in thea when the water 
gives up its energf to the runner. The water pressure at inlet 
and outlet of the runner and during llOVemeat through runner pas
sages is constant and in most cases is equal to the at110spheric 
pressure. 

In impulse turbines the available energf of the water flow at 
the inlet of the runner is in the fora of kinetic energf. llove
aent of the water in runner passages takes place with a free sur
face contacting the ambient air. tn some types of impulse tur
bines the ener,y takes place at inlet and outlet sections due to 
variation of elevations Z1 and Z2-

Amonr; impulse turbines having applications at s .. 11 hJdro
power plants the following three types are worth mentioning: 
Pelton, Turgo and Banki-Kitche11 turbines. 

In reaction turbines when the water gives up its energy to 
the runner the change in potential and kinetir. energJ occurs under 
the following conditions. During operation of the turbine the 
runner passages are completelJ filled wit!: water. There are no 
free surfaces with constant pressun in optimum and nearby con
ditions. The s~aces filled with vapour aaJ be foraed in operating 
conditions followed by cavitation. 

At the presenl liM two types of reaction turbines, n&Mly 
Francis and Kaplan turbines, find application at hydropower 
plants, including small hydropowcr stations. 

Thus five types of turbines find application at small hydro
power plants. Each type of turbine is efficient within a certain 
range of operating parameter•, and may have variants differing 
from one another by relative dimensions of runner passages and 
other elements of the water passageway. 

B. Reaction turbines 

1. !'.£!!'!:is turbi nei 

Francis turbines find extensive application both at large •nd 
small hydropowPr plants. Thay are char•r.lerizad by a large 
variety of dPHigns and dimensions of the water passage. Figure 3 
shows " '.1,.h11me of the water passageway of the motlern vertical-
11hlft Fr-anc i 1 tur-bina. Th• water- from the pens tock or from the 
low- preuur-e supply 1 ine enter-s the splr-al case (5). The inlet 
,.nnnectlon piece of the splr-al casl! is displaced with r-eferanca to 
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u.~ turbine axis whi.:h 1Uk.es it possible to whirl the water fl.,.., 
~r. rel~':Lon to lhe turt>ine axis. The di•nsions of the s~iral 

.:as .. ~r,:. S'!lected tc r:-·;1;ide a unifona circuaff.orential water 
supply or' operating devic<'s ,,.-r~nged in series. Radial sect. ions 
of •_he spiral case vary i~ sh•(''! c'ld in size diminishing as t?te 
distance froa the inlet connec<. ion pir.. e ir;o .. s up. The cOllllllOP I y 
used shape of the spiral case is ..:i.-cular a"' shown :n fi&ure l. 
At places of saaller sectional area tt.i;ir shape beC';.mes oval. 

Froa the spiC"al case the water flow f!'nt~rs thP .;;,,.ay ring ; 
(figure 3) which comprises a fized-vane syste::i 101ith vanes which 
are siailar or different in fora. One of the vanes of the stay 
ring at the end of the spiral case is of a specific shap~ ~nd is 
called a nose of the spiral case. The stay ring makes for strength 
and rigidity of the spiral case and associated structures. The 
stay ring does not perforw. any hydraulic functions. 1f str~ngth 
conditions are satisfied, it can do without the stay ring. 

The wick.et gate asse111bly ()) located downstream of the st.ay 
ring represents a row of cylindrical gates similar in fona, 
arranged circumferentially and spaced evenly. tn most designs the 
gates are rotated about their pivots at the same rate within the 
range provided by the design. The limiting position of the vanes 
when adjacent gates are in full contact blocking the water flow 
froa the spiral case corresponds to a full closing. During 
opening of the gates the discharge through the turbine and the 
power increases (see foraula 5). Thus the wicket gate assembly is 
an operating device cap1ble of hydraulic power control. 

From the wicket gate assembly the water enters the runner (4) 
and gives up its energy. Figure 4 shows a meridional projection 
of the water passage of or.e of the variants of the runner. The 
crown 1 of the runner er- ·~"'d to the turbinP. sll11ft and the 
shroud 2 are made integral h •des ] arranged circumferP.ntially 
and spaced evenly. Surface blades and the surfaces of the 
crown and the shroud fora a •--~r passage of the runner. Surfaces 
of blades ire of a complicated three dimensional shape. 

From t!ie wick.et gate assea.uly the w"ter enters the runner, 
gives up its energy and changes the direction of its motion 11Jong 
the a1is of the turbine. 

In modern hydraulic turbines relative dimensions of the run 
ner v11ry within wide limits. Frequently, the typical dimensions 
of the runner are adopted to be thP. maxim11m diiameter of the lead 
ing edge of the b:ades dP.noted as 01 (see figure 4). OiametP.r 
07 of the runner outlet is determined by the muimum diamet"r of 
the trailing itdge of the bhdes. Width of thP. run~.er water pas 
sage is determined in m1ny respects by t.he height e0 of the 
wicket gate assembly. Relative dimf!nsions 80101 4nd D1!D1 
to a large P.xtent. depend on the specific spel!d n5 . Tn modf'rn 
Fr1ncis turbines Bo/DJ 0.08 0.15, D7tD1 O.b5 1.2. The 
lower values ar11t typic1l of low speed high heed turbinei;, whf'r••as 
th11t highP.r values are rl!prP.sentet i1;e of high i;pP.cd lnw llf'11tl tur 
bines. 
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Figure 3. Water passagevaJ of vertical-shaft Francis turbine 

-
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Figure 4. Meridional projection of runner water passage 

From the runner the water enters the outlet water passage 
which directs it to the outlet structures of the hydropower 
plant. Fi g•JrP. 1 i 1 lustrates the out let water passage constructed 
in the form of a bent draft tube. Tlte draft tube consists of a 
conic diffuser (1,a) a bend Cl,b) of a circular inlet section and 
a rectahgular outlet section, and a diffuser (1,c) of a rectangu
lar section. The described classical form of the draft tube is 
typical of large hydraulic turbines. But lhe given form may also 
be used in small hydraulic turbines. In the latte~ case it is 
possible to use simplified straight conic draft tubes. 

The draft tube allows the use of the gross head of the 
hydl'aulic turbine more completely. ln this case a major portion 
of the kinetic energy of the water flo~ing from the t'unner is used. 

From the draft tube the water enters the tailrace. The 
kinetic enersy with which the water let.ves lhe dl'afl lube is not 
used in the turbine. Therefore it is wise to have a lal"ge outlet 
sectional a!"ea of the draft tube to t'educe the losses of kinetic 
ene!"gy. Experience !"econanP.nds; the specif i 6d dimensions of outlet 
sections of draft tubes. 

The !"OlP of the d!"aft tube in the turbine incl"eases particu
lPl"ly in low-head hyd!"aulir turbines. 

Thus thP. above desc!"ibed tchP.me of the Francis tut'bine water 
pa1111g,. finds applicatio.n at lerge vertical shaft hydropower 
installations. It is '!lso used at small hy1fropower plants. How 
ever, for sm8ll hydropower pl11nts some simplifications m8y be 
introduced which result in reduction of turb• 1e P,ffid•mr.y, but at 
the same time thl!SP. ,;impllfications rP.ducP. the cost c>f inshlla
tion. 
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Nov let us consider some practicable and applied variants. 

2. Turbine with single-gate control 

Simplification of turbine design through the system of power 
and discharge control has been suggested. In the scheme described 
above the function of control was pP.rformed bJ the wicket gate 
assemblJ through adjustment of gates in synchronism. H~vever, the 
given design is sophisticated. Durinb variation of opening of the 
gates the change of water circulation takes place at the runner 
inlet with a pronounced effect on paver. 

Figure S illustrates the scheaae of the turbine with the 
single-gate assemblJ. In this case the control is realized by one 
gate onlJ, the rotation of which changes the discharge and the 
spinning of the water flow at the runner inlet. 

Figure S (a) sho~s the scheme of the single-gate control 
suggested by Reifenstein. In this case the gate i~ installed at 
the inlet section of the spiral case. Under optimum operating 
conditions the gate does not produce appreciable hydraulic los
ses. Variation of the gate position results in higher losses and 
reduction of efficiency. 

Figure S (b, c) illustrates the scheme of control suggested 
by lviatkovsky. In this case smaller losses take place when 
deviating from optimum conditions. At loads diffP.ring consid
erably from optimum ones thP. lviatkovsky scheme of control ensures 
appreciably higher values of efficiency. The gain reaches 10 per 
cent and above. Figure S (c) shows the variant with the unloaded 
gate. 

Figure S. Scheme of turbine wth single-gate ass~mbly 

a) c) 

1. Open-Hume tur~..i.!l"~ 

For small-capacity hydraulic turbines operating und~r low 
heads an open 11upply or the water to the turbine (figure 6) is 
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used. In this case ther-e is no spir-al case at the inlet. It is 
r-eplaced by an open r-ectangular fh:me vith a fr-ee vater- level. 
The staJ r-ing is also omitted and the vicket gate assembly is con
tr-ollable. 

Figur-e 6. Scheme of turbine water supply 

_ __._. 

Hs -=--~-=::L-__ __ 

Naturally this design is more straightforward and cheaper-. 
However, the conditions of water supply to the wicket gate 
aul?mbly are worsened, thus adversely affecting opP.ration of the 
runner. 

The hydraulic efficiency of such ~urbines is lower. 

Figure 6 shows another simplification of the design with 
regard to the draft tube. The draft tube in height is leu than 
optimum dimension3. The bend of the draft tubP. is incomplete and 
there is no str•ight diffuser at the outlet. 

All these alterations, compared with a conventional design, 
result in reduction of efficiency and cost. Simplified designs 
are applied In turbines of small capacity. 

An open flume without a spiral Catie may be found in 
horizontal-shaft turbines (figure 1). It is seen that the draft 
tube is provided with a bend at the inlet and a straight 
diffuser. The design of such turbines is simple and it11 cost 
relatively low. 
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Figure 7. Draft tube of horizontal-shaft turbir.e 

4. Horizontal-shaft turb!nes in drum 

At higher heads the use of open-flume Francis turbines is 
impossible. In this case horizontal-shaft turbines with a drum in 
front of the turbine are used. 

Figure 8 i 1 lustrates the scheme of the tut'bine with a pres
sure tanlt to which the water is supplied through the penstoclt. 
From th" tank. the water enters the wicket gate assembly. T~e 
draft tube is arrange~ integral with the pressure tank.. 

Figure 9 shows another configuration. Here the turbine shaft 
is be ought out to a dry space through a bend of the draft tube. 
The design of the pressure tanlt is simplified as compared with the 
variant desr.ribed above. 

It is obvious that some other arrangements are feasible. 

5. Kaplan turbines 

Kaplan turt>ines are widely used at large and small hydro
power plant.s. A conventional arrangement of the water pauage 
(figure 10) differs ~onsiderably from that of Francis turbines. 
The ir. 1 et features incorporate a spiral calf' (1), a stay ting (2) 
and a wicket gate assembly (3). Relati~e dimensions and the shape 
ot the water passage are peculiar. 
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Figure 8. Turbine with pressure tant supplied through penstoct 

\ 

Figure 9. Simplified design of pressure tank 

I 
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Figure 10. Conventional design of water passage 

I , 

-~ 
Radial sections of the spiral case of the vertical-shaft tur

bine are of a trapezoidal shape. ln the plan a spiral section of 
the water supplJ line hu a saaller wrapping angle. As a rule 
spiral cases of vertical-shaft laplan turbines are aade of 
concrete. 

The difference betwe.: .1 water passages of laplan and Pranci s 
lurbinPs is observed at the runner. ln the laplan turbine 
(figure 10) the water flow turns after the wicket gate assM1blJ 
and as,umes the asial direction. •ear the runner the water flows 
between two surfaces of revolution which are nearly cJlindrical in 
form. 

The runner of the Kaplan turbine consists of a hub (4) and 
blades (5). There is no shroud in the runner. 

The m11in distingu:shing feature of Kaplan turbines is that 
the runner may be provided with adjustable blades. Ases of rota
tion are normal for the asls of the turbine. U~uallJ the design 
of the turbine and the runner provides a means of rotation of all 
blades In synchronism during opttration. Thus owing lo simultane
ous rotation of the wieket gates and bladu of the runner it I• 
pouible to maintain high efficiency of the turbine r,-11tr a wide 
rangP of operating c~ndltions. 
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In simplified designs the turbines with fixed gates and 
adjustable blades or with adjustable gates and fixed blades are 
used. Characteristics of these turbines as coapared with r:aplan 
turbines with double control are unfavourable when deviating from 
opti1111a conditions. 

For s•all hydropover plants vertical-shaft J:aplan turbines 
_, be aade of a siaplified design si•ilar to Francis turbines. 
In particular, the water .. , be supplied to the turbine through an 
open flU9e (figure 11). Relatively short straight draft tubes are 
used. Some siaplifications of the governor are feasible. 

Figure 11. Turbine with open-fluae water supplJ 

• • • 

, 
• 

,,, "" 0 0 " -- --------------

6. Horizontal bulb turbines 

In recent fears horizontal 
application for low-head s•all 
solutions are rather nu•erous. 

bulb turbines have 
hydropower plants. 

found wide 
The design 

Figure 12 shows the sche111e of the horizontal bulb turbine 
with an s-shaped draft tube. In the upstrea• section there is a 
strea•--lined bulb which houses one support of the turbine shaft. 
The wicket gate assP.11bly is conical, with adjustable or fixed 
guide vanes. 

The runner is of an axial type with adjustable or fixed 
blades. At the inlet the draft tube is provided with a cone 
diffuser which is followed by an S like section with a variable 
curvature cf thP. mean Ii ne. -he turbine shaft is brought. out to 
the dry space through the draft tube bend. 

DirHt-flow b1Jlb turbines with a straight draft tube find 
SOIM applications. From the shaft through a gear trans•iuion 
housed in th"l bulb the energy is transferred via the vertical 
shaft to the generator installed in the dry rooa. 
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A.1tial bulb turbines are also e9ployed for installations with 
Yertical ~r inclined aais. 

C. Impulse or free-jet turbines 

The classes of turbines described abowe are reaction turbines 
in which during transfer of •chanical energJ froa the water to 
the runner both potential and kinetic energy change. During 
operation the water c011pietel7 fills all the passages of the tur
bine. Under notaal cawitation-free conditio11s there are 110 free 
beater surfaces inside the turbine. 

The hJdraalic actio11 ill impulse turbines differs radicai.lf 
from that of reaction turbines. In inlet passages of tbe impulse 
turbine the whole of the store of -chanical energy of water is 
converted into kinetic energJ of a free jet. During interact ion 
of a jet or several jets with the runner blades energJ transfer 
takes place. 

Ther·· are -nJ different designs of impulse turbines. Below 
we describ~ the designs which are of interest froa the standpoint 
of their •~plication at S11&ll hJdropower plants. 

As • rule, impulse turbines are used at hJdropower plants 
characrerized bJ high heads and low discharges. The inlet pass~ge 
of the turbine tenainates in the nozzle set froa which the water 
discharges. 

Accol"ding to the known law of free flo.t to at110sphere, the 
vatel" velocitJ 

(23) 

where = Coefficient of velocitJ (0.98-0.99 for high qualitJ 
nozzles) 

Undel" the head Hn 2 SOO • Yj = 98 • sec-1, and undel" 
the head 1,000 • Yj 2 138 • sec-1. 

Thus the dischal"ge 

(24) 

where fl •Jet area 

The water discharge entering the runner under a constant head 
is determined bf the area tJf lhe nozde opening. The control of 
power tnd discharge is effected bf no;r.des with variable opening 
area ranging frOlll the •a1i111u~ value to zero. 

tt is obvious that the power which maf be developed bf the turbine 
depends on the head and the opening of the nozzle. Dependence of 
power on the runner is not esplicit. Here onl.r the effect of 
effici~ney is observed. 
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1. Pelton turbines 

Pelton turbines characterized bJ a rel:itivelJ sill(:le design 
find the MOst extensive application aa:>ng iapulse turbines. 

Figure 13 illustrates the schffle of the vater supplJ nozzle 
(I-needle, 2-casing). Th~ fora of the needle and the nozzle plaJs 
an iaportant part for operation of lhe turbine because this fora 
deteraines hJdraulic losses of the jet. With an unfavourable fora 
of the needle and the casing cavitation and associated cavitation 
failure occur o~ their surfaces. 

For control of the vater discharge the needle moves back and 
forth up to the coaplete closing when the discharge is equal to 
zero. 

Pelton turbines are used under high beads. Water supplJ is 
pro•ided through long penstocks. When controlling the discharge 
bJ the nozzle additional loads a&J take place in the penstock due 
to pressure rise.. A quick closing of the no7.Zle results in a 
h1draulic ha1111er in the penstock due to braking of a large aass of 
water. For reduction of the h1draulic h.-r it is necessarJ to 
lengthen the time of closing of the nozzle, which is not possible 
in all cases. 

During operation of the turbine a quick generator load 
shedding a&J take place. To avoid excessive acceleration of the 
runner it is necessarJ to block the vater supplJ to the runner. 
Because of a strong hJdraulic ha-r the nozzle is incapable of 
such operation. Therefore soee designs provide for deflectors. 

Figure 13 shows the sche- of a jet deflector. When the 
deflector enters the flow the direction of the jet changes and the 
jet passes bJ the runner. 

Figure 13. Water supplJ nozzle 

' 
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Figure 14 shows the scheme of the deflecting device which aaJ 
cut off and change the direction of a part or the whole of the jet. 

Figure 14. Scheme of deflecting device 

During a speedJ change of the hrbine power tf\e deflector 
serv0110tor shifts the deflector to t.!le required position for s 
short period of ti- (2-3 seconds), ensuring the required power 
with the invariable discharge through the nozzle. SiaultaneouslJ, 
the nou.le servomotor moves the needle to the required position. 
A full travel of the needle a&J take 30-40 seconds. During move
aent of the needle the deflector is withdrawn graduallJ froa the 
jet and at the end of its aotion has no effect on the flow. 

The sche111e of the Pelton runner is shown in figure 15. The 
runner is a disk provided with blades and fitted on the shaft. 
The blades are arranged circuaferentiallJ and spaced evenly. The 
blades have the fora of buckets and are sy1111etric about the plane 
norad to the tuc-bine aais. The jet fro• t.he nozzle enters the 
jet split.tee- and is divided into two pac-ts acting on the bucket 
surfaces. During the flow of the vat.er along curvilinear surfaces 
of rot.a ting buckets the velocity of the water changes both in 
.. gnitude and direction. Due to the r.hange of vat.er 110taentu• the 
force and the torque are created at the bucket, thus rotating the 
rul\ner. 

During rotation of the runner a sur.cessive action upon c-unner 
buckets is realized so that lhe kinetic enec-gy of th• jet is used 
ca.pletely. For this certain conditions with regard to di•ensions 
of the runnP.r, di•~nsions of buckets, th~ic- nu•b•r and rot4tiona1 
speed and velocity of the water in the jet •ust be satisfied. 
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Figure 15. Pelton runner 
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High efficiencJ req11ires caref11l develo~nt C'f b11ck.et geo
-trJ and acc11rate constr11ction. The r11nne• rotates in the air 
and is alwa1s located above the tailwater level. 

Pelton t11rbines -J be mo11nted horizontallJ or verticallJ. 
One runner -J be provided with several nozzles. An increase in 
the nwaber ~· nozzles results, all other things being eq11al, in a 
proport:onal increase in power. 

2. Bank.i-Kitchell t11rbines 

Bank.i and Kitchell independently evolved the design of the 
turbine which bears their nu.e. llodifications to the design, s11ch 
as that of the Ossberger Turbine Fabric Co. i" the Federal 
lep11blic of Gera&nJ, were later introd11ced. 

Figure 16 shows the design of the Ossberger t11rbine. The 
horizontal shaft houses the r11nner (1) with evenlJ spaced CJlin
drical bent blades (2). The water s11pplJ to the r11nner blades is 
effected through a rectangular nozzle the width of which is eq11al 
to that of the runner. Sot1e designs provide for a g11ide vane (3) 
in the upstreaa section of the water SllpplJ line, bJ which it is 
possible to control the water discharge froia zero to the -11:iaua 
value. Th11s the power of the t11rbine is controlled. 

Pig11re 16. Design of Ossberger t11rbine 
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The water flows through the runner twice, first froa outside 
and then from inside- During the first cJcle 70-75 per cent of 
the available en&rgy of the flow is used and the re .. ining portion 
is used during the second centrifugal cycle-

a.ong i•pulse turbines Banki-Ritchell turbines ha~e the high
est specific speed- It is well known that an increase in specific 
speed of Pelton turbines provided with one nou:le ns = 25-30 is 
associated with increased losses and lover efficiency_ A change 
to a aulti-nozzle design for s .. 11 turbines is unsatisfactory 
be.,ause of higher costs and complicated .. intenance-

The lover limit of application of 
regard to the specific speed is 80-100. 
ciency falls substantially. 

Francis turbines with 
At ns < 80-100 effi-

Thus the zone of ns from 30 to 80-100 cannot be .:over&d by 
Pelton or Francis turbines. 

For turbines of s .. 11 hydropower plants Banki-Kitc!lell tur
bines may be used in the mentioned range of the specific speed. 

3. Turgo tuL·bi nes 

One of the variants of i•pulse turbines is the Turgo or 
incEned-je• turbine. The design has much in c~n with the 
Pelton turbine. Figure 17 shows a flow diagram of the design. 

Figure 17. Flow diagram of Turgo turbine 

u 
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As with the Pelton turbine, 
needle is ~sed in the design of the 
plJ to t"1e runner is provideci at a 
of rotation of the runner. 

a nozzle with an adjustable 
Turgo turbine. The water sup
certain angle n1 to the plane 

The runner consists of blades fixed to outer an 
disks. The blades are of a complicated buck.et-line sh. 
optiaum diaensions of which are deter111ined by laboratory stu~ 

-r.er 
;be 

During interaction of the jet with the blades the mechanical 
energJ is transferred to the runner. 

Manufacturing 1111ethods of Turgo turbines are simpler than 
those of Pelton turbines. 

Investigations demonstrate that the optimu• range of applica
tion of Turgo turbines is ns : 30-60, with one nozzle avail
able. Turbines with two nozzles are also used. 
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Ill. TURBINE CKAltACTERlSTICS 

A. Power characteristics 

Operating conditions of turbines at the hJdropower plant are 
detenained bJ characteristics of the power consuaer and character
istics of the turbine. When the hJdropower plant operates in a 
power s1ste11 where power consumption aa1 varJ penaanentlJ and con
tinuouslJ, the operating conditions of the turbine change so that 
the aaount of power demand and power supply are equal. 

A hydraulic turbine is an energy-converting machine which by 
its desig1i features and potentialities provides a means for step
less control of power generation over a relativelJ large range. 
However, qualitative characteristics of the turbine during opera
tion under different loads expressed in terms of efficiencJ var1 
over a wide range. 

Since power developed by the turbine is 

(25) 

then under a constant head the discharge through the turbine has 
an appreciable effect on the power. 

For Francis and propeller-type turbines the discharge is con
tr-olled by variation of the gate opening a0 . Usually a0 sig
nifies the diameter- of a cir-cle tangent to tvo adjacent gates, and 
in this case it contacts one of the gates at the tr-ailing edge. 

Dur-ing operation of the tur-bine at the hydropower- pl~nt 

changes in the head with time ar-e possible, but they ar-e relativa
lJ slow. 

The efficiencJ nt depends on operating conditions of the 
tur-bine. The complicated interr-elations between the main opera
ti'lg puameten of the tur-bine may be established only thr-ough 
model tests of the tur-bine in the labor-ator-y. 

The model of the tur-bine must possess geo-tric similarity 
with the full-size turbine with r-egar-d to all elements of the tur-
bine watl!!C' passage beginning fro111 the water pauage inlet to the 
outlet of the dr-aft tube. 

Dur-ing power tests of the tur-bine in steady-state conditions 
of the test r-ig the following cbarachdstics an aieuur-l!!d simul
taneously: net head CK 0 ); discharge CQ>; rotational speed (n); 
and hydr-aulic tor-que on the r-unner- <Mb>-

Dur-ing the change over fr-om one condition to another- all the 
111easured values may vary over- a wide ranga. For- creation of con
ditions suitable for compa~ison of tur-bine char-acter-lstics the 
lattl!!r are reduced to unified condilions. 

The reduced turbine parameters are calculated by 

(26) 
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These formulae differ from formulae (17)-(19) because in the reduc
tion of characteristics to the turbine with D = I m and Hn • 1 m 
the hydraulic efficiency "h is not scaled. 

The turbine model tests are carried out over a wide range of 
variation of operat:ng conditions at different openings a0 of 
the wicket gate and different blade positions ' of the ~aplan run
ner. 

Figure 18 shows the hill diagram 
Here the curves of constant opening of 
ao const are plotted on the ni 
the curves nh = cons~ are plotted as well. 

of the Francis turbine. 
the wicket gate assembly 

Qi co-ordinates and 

Figure 18. Hill diagram of Francis turbine 
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During operation of lhe t· rbine at the power plant the rota
tional speed is maintained constant. In this case if the hP.~d is 
assumed to be constant then nj = const. 

Of part icJlar intHest. 11r'! the characterist irs showing 
Pt1 versus Qi at. ni const. Figure 19 i llustrales 
the typical characteristics of the Francis turbine. It is •"en 
that an incr~~~e in Qi through opening of the wicket gate 
results in a iise in power Pt.I up to a certain limit. With 
a fur-thet increase in opening of the wicket gate ao and in dis
charge Q{ the powP.r Pi:.1 decreaas. This is bee;, of 
a rapid decrease in effidency. Figure 19 also shows '·t v ··ying 
with Qi. 

It is obvious that oper~tion of the tur-bine at Q' , Q' is 
. ff' . .. ·1 . . d . h . 1 . lmax tne 1c1ent vecause 1. 1s not assor.111t.e wit a rise 10 power. 
U1ually the results of model tP.sts rleterminP. the conrlitions in 
which the t.11r-bine has the muimum val11P. of thP. rP.dur.ed l"•wer-. The 
limiting conditions wit.h !"f!g&t"d to powP.r hevond which it. i~ not 
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reco111Uended to operate the turbine are frequently assumed as 
0.95 P' In figure 18 there is a dashed lina beyond which 
turbin~1m8ieration is inefficient within the range of high Q'. 
This is a power limit line. From the standpoint of the desiln 
this limit is reached by th~ opening of the wicket gate assembly. 

Figure 19. Typical characteristics of the Francis turbine 

In pdnciple 
from the Francis 
the area Qj in 
considerably less 

p' 
iiopt 
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the propeller turbine hill chart does not differ 
turbine characteristics. The difference is that 
the characteristics with high efficiency is 

in propeller turbines. 

Th~ propelier turbine is a variant of the Kaplan tu~bine with 
! i xed runner bladeL The propeller characteristics VAry with the 
bhde position 'P. During opening of the runner blades the field 
of the characteristics covering high efficiency shifts towards 
higher values of Qi· 

Thus, with variation of the fixed position of the runner 
blades and with nther unchanged structural elements it is possible 
to enlarge the field of turb~ne application. 

Figure 20 shnws the ctleracteristicr. of the Kaplan turbine. 
It wu derived from generaHzation of 1111 propeller characteris
tics at different blade position. The characteristic• of the 
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laplan turbine demonstrate the optimum relationship between the 
blade position and the opening of the wicket gate ao. The 
design of the tcaplan turbine provides for stepless control of the 
wicket gate opening and the blade position. With double control 
use of the Kaplan turbine results in a wide range of values Qi 
at which the efficiency is high. 

In modern use of laplan turbines at s-11 hydropower plants 
the desir;n in which the wicket gates are fixed and the runner 
blades are adjustable finds application as a variant. Samet iaes 
turbines with such a mode of control are called T~an turbines. 
The region of high efficiencies of such turbines is wider tt.an 
that of propeller turbines and narrower than that of Kaplan tur
bines. 

The most simple design of the axial-fl.>w turbine includes 
fixed wicket gates and fixed runner blades. Power and discharge 
control under constant head is excluded. The turbine can ope~ate 
in either mode only. 

The power 1 imit curve is not plotted on characteristics of 
laplan turbines. Usually an increase in Q' during operation of 
the turbine is limited by cavitation conditionl. At high values 
of Q' differing considerably from optimum values the cavitation 
factAr _· rises rapidly. Therefore in conformity with the operating 
conditions of the particular power plant the maximum value Qi is 

determined by cavitation-free conditions of operation. 

It was noted above that the power developed by the Pelton 
turbine may be controlled by the change of water discharge sup
plied by the nozzle. By variation of the needle position it is 
possible to change the disr.harge from zero to the maximum limiting 
value governed by the design. 

Let us now consider the Pelton turbine hill chart, an example 
of • .ich is shown in figure 21. 

First we note that: in Pellon turbines the optimum reduced 
speed ni--40 min-I. With variation of ni the efficiency 
declines rapidly Second, with variation of the turbine discharge 
by means of' the no7.zle needle the efficiency remains high over a 
wide range of operating conditions. Third, at constant opening of 
the nozzle the value Qi remains constant irrespective of the 
value ni. 

The cha!:'acteristics of the Turgo turbine with an ir.clined 
nozzle (figure 22) are almost similar to those of the Pelton tur
bine. The difference lies in higher specific speeds due to 
higher values of Qi· A• with the Pelton turbine, the reduced speed 
in optimum conditions is about 39-40 min-1. 

Figure 23 illustrates characteristics of th11 Banki-ltitcht.11 
turbine manufactured by 011berger Turbine Fabric Co. The distin
guishing characteristics of this turbine are the ability to .!On
trol the discharge over a wide range. The water supply nozzle of 
the turbine is divided into two uctions, the relative widths of 
which are respectively equal to 113 and 213 of the full wldt.h. 
Each uction is provided with an independently driven vane (3) 
(figure 16). One section may be closed for the flow, whih the 
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other one aa1 be full or partiallJ open. In this case it is pos
sible to exercise the step-control of the discharge when the .. x
iaua disr.harge of the turbine is 313, 2/3 or 1/3 of the li•iting 
value. Additional control is reali~ed bf rotation of the vane. 

As aa1 be sePn from figure 23, this .ode of control enst.res 
high efficiencJ over a wide range of discharge and paver variation. 

Figure 21. Hill chart of the Pelton ~urbin~ 
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Figure 22. Characteristics of Turgo turbine 
with inclined nozzle 
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Figure 23- Characteristics of the Banki-Ritchell turbine 
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8. Comparison of turbines by their characteristics 

Operating conditions of the turbine at the power plant are 
determined by the generator load in the power system and by the 
conditions existing for operating parameters. In general, appre
ciable changes in th~ net head and discharge governed by the river 
flow and various other conditions 111ay take place at the hydropower 
plant - Cross correlation of vat er conditions of the povP.r plant 
with the pover delivered to the 1yste111 is the function of the tur
bine governor. The main idea is to ensure the most efCir.ient 
utilization of vater resources. 

From thP. above r.haracteristics of turbines of different types 
it. is , .. en that efficiency varies vith the change of operating 
condit.ions. Theu changes differ from one another in turbines of 
dirferP.nt typeG -

Let us compllre turhines according to thP.ir 
oper4ting conditions corresponding to the optimum 
each type of turbine. Figure 24 shows the 

efficienc1 for 
Vlllue of n' for 
characteri h ics 

obt.a i nPd at constant Hn and constant n for the rel st i ve value of 
pow'!r. H is assumed that the muimum po,,er of all types of tur
bin··~ i~ simil<1.r. 
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OnlJ a qualitatiYe analJsis will be attempted because the 
turbine characteristics within each tJpe also differ frota one 
another. Fro. the plotted qualitatiYe curYes it follows that the 
tLrbines of different tJpes rc:;pond differentlJ to variations of 
power. Frota this standpoint the best turbines are Pelton 1 and 
~•plan 2 turbines. The characteristics of Francis turbines 3 are 
lower. Propeller turbines 5 eshibit the 111>st unfavourable charac
terisl ics. 

From th .. rocapared characteristics it is seen that for asial
flov hJdraulic turbines the llOSt efficient -•as of control is 
variation of the runner blade position (Tomaan turbine 4) as coa
pared with operation of the wicket gate asseablJ (propeller tur
bine 5). 

The mode•n R•nki-Mitchell turbine 6 has adequate control per
formance~. However, the -•i•u• level of efficiencJ in these tur
bine:; is ~over than that of reaction turbines. 

The dependence of power characteristics of turbines of dif
ferent lJpes on the head _, also be traced. As -1 be seen froa 
these characteristics, variation of the head entailing the 
change of n' at constant n produces an effect on efficiencJ. The 
analJsis o(- chllracteristics de111>ndr•t:P.s that with an increase in 
the head above the optiaua value a decrease in ni takes place 
followed bJ a decline in efficiencJ. The reduction of the head 
results in an increase in n'. Rere the efficiency declines 
sharply, especially after a1 certain value observP.d within 
(0.4-0.7) Hopt for different turbines. 

laplan turbines ensure the best perfnr111ances. In these tur
bin"" the value of effici"""Y rP.111ains high over a wide range of 
h""" v•riation. In Fral'lch, Pelton and Turgo turbines efficiency 
decr,.•sPs rather quicklJ with a declining head. 

The distinguishing features of different tJpes of turbines 
govern the conditions of their application at hydropover plants. 

Under plant operating conditions where variation of the power 
and the head is likely to take place over a wide range, it is 
eJ:pedient to use laplan turbines with double control. The con
traction of the load variation range may result in the justified 
application of TolNllan or propeller turbines. Operation under per
"'"nent. load makes it possible lo use uncontrollable t•Jrbines with 
Cised gates and blades. 

Pelton, Turgo and llllnki-Mitchell t1:1rbinu r•n hP r:ont.rolled 
rather efficiently. All these turbin,.,. mllintain high values of 
,.ffiriP.ncy over a wide range of loads. 

C. Cavjtation in hrdraulic turbines 

Under certain conditions npcration of th: turbine Lt the 
hJdropover plant may be accoaipanied bJ cavitation in the flow. 

!t has been known that water teaperature at which evaporation 
taku place i:; pressure-dependl!nl. At low pressure vapour bubbles 
lnBJ be formed in the water Clow even at the relatively low water 
temperature whlr.h is equal to the surrounding temperature. 
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In confonaitJ vith the fluid motion lav the zones of l~r 
pressure in the turbine water passage occ~r at the point of high
est velocitJ. At this verJ point the bubbles are most likelJ toi> 
be fonmed. If lhe bubbles are nw.erous the optiaua conditions of 
the flov about lhe surfaces are violated, wllich results in higher 
losses and a decrease in efficiencJ. 

Cavitation includes the fonution of gas cavities in the flov 
wllich are collapsed after the bubbles have passed to the zone of 
higher pressure. Condensation in progress at that tilM is accom.
panied bJ an instantaneous rise in pressure and local temperature 
elevation. A non-stationarJ rapid process of fonution and col
lapse of cavitation ca.erns is acc011panied bJ high-frequencJ vavc 
effects resulting in pressure fluctuation, vibration of units and 
air noise. 

During a long period of operation intensive cavitation -J 
bring about lhe pitting of the -terial of the runner and other 
el~nt.s of the unit. 

Thus, for nonul prolonged operation c;f the turbine con
ditions •ust be created under which cavitation vould not take 
place in the flow, while avoiding the failure of stre .. lined ele
.ents and a decrease in efficiencJ. 

In reaction turbines cavitation -1 develop in runner blades 
(profile cavitation), in gaps formed between outer surfaces of the 
blades of axial-flow turbines (gap cavitation), and in the space 
behind the runner during deviation fc-oa opti•u• operating condi
tions of fixed-blade turbines (space cavitation). 

In Pelton and Turgo impulse turbines cavitation -J develop 
in the needle of the nozzle assemblJ if its geo-trJ is unfavour
able. 

D. Cavitation characteristics 

Experiments demonstrate that usual lJ cav i t.d: ion takes place 
in the water passage where pressure is equal t.o or belov the pres 
sure of saturated water vapour Py. DJna•ir ru·efact ion of the 
flow depends on the kinetic head, which in its turn varies 
directly with the turbine head. 

Thoma's sigma in the dimensionless form is 

H 
_!! 
H 

n 

vhich shows the value of dynamic rarefacti?n in the turbine. 

<U> 

At cavitation-free operation of the turbine the •inimum pres 
sure in the fl?v should not be less than the pressure Py· 
Therefore it is necessary to meet the condition 

(28) 

where B ~ Atmospheric pressure. 
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Rs is the suction head. which is counted off froa the dovn
stre- -ter level to the horixontal plane connected vitb a cer
tain turbine elf!tW!nt. and 

Hy = Pyl;g 

In azial-flov vertical-shaft hJdraulic turbines the repre
sentative elevation of the turbine is usuallJ the pivot of runner 
blades (figure 12). in ;;ertical-shaft Francis turbines it is a 
•id-plane of the victet gate assetlblJ (figure 4). and in 
horixontal-shaft turbines it is the highest elevation of the run
ner blades (figure 11). 

Cavitation coefficient is determined during llOdel tests of 
hJdraulic turbines in cavitation test units provided vith a $JStem 
of vater circulation around a closed path. Inside the test unit a 
vacu1111 pump lovers at11e>spheric pressure P8 = ;gB to the level at 
which cavitation in the turbine is at its highest and the effi
cieacJ declines. As a result of the test the critical value of 
the turbine cavitation coefficient is calculated as 

B - H - H 
s y 

H 
D 

using the tnovn measured values of operating paraaeters. 

Cavitation tests of turbine models are carried out for dif
ferent operating conditions of the turbine over the vholP. antici
pated range of operation. On the basis of test results cavitation 
characteristics of turbines are constructed vith the curves · ,. 
const plotted on the turbine hill charts (figurP. 18), or they are 
constructed in the form of individual characteristics (figure 25). 

The ana~JSis of cavitation characteristics of the t•Jrbines 
shovs that the coefficient • depends on operating conditions. ln 
particular ~ increases vith an increase in Q' at n' • coast 
(figure 2S>. l 1 

!. Cavitation-free conditions of turbine operatl~~ 

At the hydropover plant the turbine sha 11 be inste J lP.d so 
that no cavitation takes place in the turbine in any operating 
conditions. For this purpose the typ"' of the turbine and its 
series •ust be selected for the spe~ifiP.d ranges of head and power 
variation. 8esid~s the suction h<?act H1 shall b,. defined for the 
turbine. 

Fro• the for•ula (4.4) it follows that 

The at110sphere pressure 3 depends on local conditions con 
nected vith location of the turbine above ua lev,.1. "oreover, 8 
depends on cli•atic conditions in whirh th"' redu~tion of the 
atmospheric pressure below th., av••rage value by O. lS 0.4S in of 
veter colu•n is possible. 
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The pressure Hy of saturated water Yapour is within 
0.08 0.43 of water col111111 at water temperature s•-3o•c. For par
ticular conditions of turbine inst•llat.io11 8 and Hy are usuallJ 
fiKed by the miea11 level. 

I 
I 

I 

Figure 25. CaYitation characteristics 

a' I 

The suction head Hs is selected at the stage of design pro
ceeding from the conditions of the powerhouse la~out and construc
tion features. For s•all hydropower plants the efficient range of 
values H~ is within 2-6 •· Average design values H1 are 1-3 •· It 
is obvious that the particular value H1 depends on di•ensions of 
the turbine as well. 

Form•;:.a (29) 11ust be followed to satisfy cavitation- free 
operating conditions of the turbine. When selecting the turbine 
type it should he re111e111bered that the higher the head Kn the 
less must be the value • of the turbine. 

t'nr turbines operating undec- lt>w heads '' 111ay reach the li11i
ting v•lues of 1.~ 2. for high-head turbines ~ • 0.03-0.04. 

r.avitation coefficient ''depends on geometrical di111ensions of 
th'! turbine water passage and in particular on di1111tnsions of the 
r••nner pass"ge. 

The a•ial flow hydraulic turbines characterized by high 
spHifir speed and the highest value• ni and Qi among 
r .. Mtion turhin..s feature the highest coefficient ,1. The Francis 
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turbines have lower values ni. Qi and ~ in the range of 
opti•wa operating conditions. The Kaplan and Francis turbines in 
their turn p.:issess different di•ensions of the water passage, each 
Yariant of which fonns a series of turbines. ~ng laplan tur· 
bines several series .. y be distinguished. Each series is charac
terized by the optiawa field of application. Francis turbines are 
si•ilar to those of laplan turbines in this respect. 

Each series of turbines has a limitation of the field of 
application on the au:iau• head imposed by ca vi tat ion-fC'ee opeC'a · 
ting conditions of the turbine. Installation of the turbine at 
the hydropower plant with the head e1:ceeding the .. 1:i•u• value 
requiC'eS locating the turbine with high negative values Hs, in 
other woC"ds, a deep setting of the plant and an increase in the 
construction cost. 

The suction head is deterained by the following formula: 

Hs ~ 10 - (JO) 

900 

where Tail-water level w:th respect to sea level Cm) 

Safety f actoC' 

The safety factor K5 is intC"oduced into the design fonnula 
to C'aise the guarantee against cavitation. 

It was statea above that 
tion tests through the value 
unit 

'1 st 
B - H - H __ ___.:!_ _ _!. 

H 
n 

is determined by the model cavil•· 
~f the cavitation coefficient of the 

01) 

at which the change of power characteristics takes place under the 
given operating conditions. These operating conditions ••Y be 
specified with some errors. 

When yassing from the model to the full si7.e turbine a cer· 
ta in disturbance of simi ladty of flows connected with the scale 
effect. t.•kes place. Usually in larie turbines is of a higher 
value than in the model. 

UndP.r conditions corresponding to the critical value · cavi· 
talion dev,.lops in the turbine. In full size turbines in5talled 
at hydropower plants it may bring about pitting in the runner. 

8a5ed on the abov,. consid,.rations, the safety factor ~,. 
the VllluP. of whirh depends on the series and type of the turbine 
and puwP.r, i~ intro<tuced. It may be determined from existing 
str1u:tures that 

It is r .. r.nmmrndrd th11t the v11l11e of K5 be increased to 2. S for 
complP.t.e eliminat.inn of c11vit11tion. Application of r.avit11tion 
resist11nt materi11ls mllkes it possiblP. to reduce the val11P. K1 . 
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It should be noted that an inc-::-ease in the safetJ factor 
leads to either a deep setting of the powerhouse or the use of 
low-speed tu~bines and enlargement of their di-.ensions. 
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IV. STAllDARDI'ZATlON OF TURBINES FOR 
~MAi,L HYDROPOWER APPT.TCATICW 

A. Objectives of standardization 

The construction of saall hJdropower plants involves high 
spe~ific costs. Intensive application of unified aass-produced 
elements bot.h in civil works and electromechanical equipment would 
aake saall hydropover plants more c011petitive. The recent renewal 
of interest in developing the hydropotential of small stream flows 
als1 calls for upgrading their econoaic viability both in con
struction and operation. 

At present it is still hard to delineate vith sufficient 
accuracy the limits of applic:ation of the teras "small hJdro
electric plant" and "saall hJdroturbine". Further development of 
saall hydropover sources vill deten11ine llQre accurately both the 
aini~u• and aaximum unit capacity fields. 

Let us regard units vith installed capacity of 50 OI ~ Pt ~ 
10,000 ltW as covering the range of small hydropover applica~ions. 

Depending on site conditions, saaJJ hydropover plants can 
develop heads in the range of 1 • < H0 < 1,000 • which vill be 
feasible for practical application. 

T~e zone of operating parameters for small hydroturbines can 
be detenained from the following for.mula 

Figure 26 gives this zone in logarithmic co-ordinates. 

Since logHn 

taking an averaged value of "t• we obtain the linear relation
ship between Kn and Q for constant Pt in logarithmic co
ordinates. 

The problem of small hydroturbine standardization consists in 
development of a number of series and sizes of turbines which 
could be effective tools in exploitation of water resources f.,. 
any combination of Hn• Q and Pt fitting into the zone shown in 
figure 26. 

Finding a solution to the problem of turbine standardization 
vi 11 allow development of turbine design types, unification of 
structural elements, as well as a change-over from the cu1t0111-aade 
approar.h to series production. All this would make it possible to 
reduce the cost of equipment and delivery time. 

B. Line-up of series of reaction turbines 

One of the major problems in standardization of small hydro
turbines is to establish 11 prt.ctlcable line·up of turbine series. 
Thi! l!Xperlence gained in hydraulic turbine engineering indicates 
that thl! field for potential application of reaction turbine• 



Figure 26. Logarithmic co-ordinates of operating parameter• for 1mall hydroturblne1 
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can be covered by two types, namely the F~ancis turbine and axial
flow turbines. Axial-flow turbines are used in the low head zone, 
and Francis turbines in the high-head zone. 

. 
The turbine characteristics including parameters n1, 

Qi, ' under the optimum operating conditions depend on the 
relative dimensions of the water passage, wit~ the rel-tive dimen
sions of the runner having a tangible effect. Replacement of the 
runne• results in a considerable change of energy and cavitation 
characteristics. 

Each series of turbines represents a line up of turbines 
featuring different absolute dimensions with geometrically similar 
w•ter passages. All the turbines of the same series are assigned 
a specific designation. 

The turbine size is normally characterized by the runner 
diameter. In the case of the Francis turbine, the diameter D1 
(figure 4) is fixed. This dimension represents the maximum 
diameter taken at the inlet edges of the runner blades. There are 
cases where the characteristic dimension is the diameter o1 
taken at the runner crown or the diameter D2 taken at the shroud 
(figur-e 4). Hence each turbine is characteril.ed by the dimension 
and designation. 

When devr.loping the standard for small hydraulic turbines, 
the numbe• of required series and a normal line-up of runner 
diameters should be E:stablished. An increase in the number of 
sedes and sizes of the turbines covered by the standard allows 
selection of the effective turbine for practically any operational 
parameters. But manufacture of a wide range of the turbines would 
decrease production efficiency and increase the cost of equipment 
involved. The number of standard types should not be extended 
beyond the economically justified limits. 

We now consider some general concepts that should serve as 
guidelines in tackling the problem. As mentioned above, to 
provide cavitation-free performance each series of turbines has a 
limited field of application with regard to the head. 

[Jeep setting is nol; economi<.:ally justified for small hydro
power plants. It seems that H5 : -2 m might be taken as the 
limiting suction head. 

The relationships between the limiting values of Ks'' and 
the head Hn have been plotted for various suction heads accord
ing to the formulc: 

B H 
__ .!, log(K

5
,,l .- log(B·Hsl - logHn <Figure 27) 

H 
n 

The minimum value ot the cavitati~~ coefficient sigma a 
secured for high- head Francis turbines is equal to about 0.03 on 
thf, 5 l'er cent output margin line and at the optimum ~alues of 
nj If the cavitation safely factor is as~umed to be Ks 
1.1'> 1.20, then Rs ~ 400 m would be consid•!red th" limiting head 
for timall hydraulic turbines. Increase in the limiting head to 
500 m at the assumed safety margin will result in a deeper setting 
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of the hydroplant and Hs 
not pr1u~t icable. 

- 1. 5. However, such a solution is 

We now illustrate one of the possible alternatives for 
selection of the number of series and the field of application for 
each series (figure Z7). 

Tt. is assumed that for the 1 imiting value of the cavitation 
r:oeffic:ient sigma ;; which is characteristic of the turbine, the 
minimum suet ion head should not e11:ceed Hs = -2 •· Taking a 
m1n1mum cavitat.ion coefficient,• = 0.03 and safety factor 
ls = l. 2, we wi 11 secure the highest head series for the head 
range 115-340 m. It is furth~r assumed that the limiting head of 
the ne11:t sPries for Hs = -2 m is equal to the limiting head of 
the preceding series for Hs = ;> m. Then the ratio of the 
limiting cavitation coefficients is 1.5, that is 

'n+l = 1.5:n 

Following this reasoning it is necessary to have 8 series of 
Francis turbines for the head range Hs = 340-20 m. The limiting 
hPads and cavitation rnefficients are given in table 2. 

Series 

ma11: 

Table 2. Limiting heads and cavitation coefficients 
of Francis turbines 

F8 F7 F6 F5 F4 F3 F2 

2017 30/10 45/15 70125 100135 150/50 260/80 

0.47 0.32 0.22 0.145 0.095 0.065 0.043 

Fl 

340/115 

0.03 

Five series of !Caplan turbines should be available for the 
head range Hn 30-·6 m. The limiting heads and cavitation co-
efficients are given in table 3. 

Table l. Limiting heads and cavitation coefficients 
of Kaplan turbines 

K5 K4 K3 K2 

max 
Hn "/min 

/ Hn 
911 13/4. ') 61') 2017 

l. 1 l. 12 0. 75 0.5 

Kl 

30110 

0. 33 
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The procedure illustrated above for select ion of the number 
nf series and the head range for each series is not the only pos 
sible way. 

When assigning th .. nuaber of series and specific s-peed for 
each series other conditions are also taken into account, and the 
practical experience of the coapany working out the standard is a 
significant factor. The large turbine manufacturers have accumu
lated considl'rable experienc,. in aevelopment of highly efficient 
turbines for large-scale installation to meet the different opera
ting conditions. Tn some case~, the number of developed series of 
Francis and KRplan turbines exceeds the figures given in the 
example. 

Increase in the number of series allows selection of a more 
efficient turbine in teras of energy and cavitation charar;teris 
tics for each specific case. 

The exceedingly small number of series improves the manufac
turing process, but in some cases it has a negative effect on the 
quality of equipment. 

C. Normal line-up of diameters 

Each series cCJnsists of a number of turbines with geometri
cally similar water passages that differ from each other by the 
nCJminal dimension, which is the diameter 01 of the runner. 

Some genera 1 a spec ts re latP.d to the se lee t ion of a norm a 1 
line-up of the turbine dimensions are considered bP.low. 

Suppose th~t ~ SP.ries of turbines for which the hill chart is 
available has been selected for certain rated values of the tur· 
bine o;'>wer Pt and head Hn. Select the rated point on the 
5 per cent output margin line of the hill chart (figure 18). Then 
according to formula C19l and taking into consideration that 

the diameter 01 of the runner can be calculated. The minimum 
size of the runner will provide the specified power output 
(curve 1, figure 2b). Should a bigger size of the runner be takPn 
for the s~me power outp•Jt the rated point on the hi 11 chart would 
shift to the zone of lower values CJf Qi. Figure 28 shows 
performance characteristics for turbines of various sizes. Curve 1 
corresponds to the turbine with a larger-size runner. 

When running the turbine, its power output may vsry within 
wide limits depending on the load demand and flow avaihbility. 
The generator capabilities hinder the output increase, and a hPavy 
power drop decreases the efficiency value. As seen from figure 28, 
the average value of P.fficiency appears as "tml > "tm2 wit.bin the 
power variation range pmax - pmin. tt Implies that at a biiger 
diameter of thP. runner ~hP. tur'bine gov .. rning {s less P.ffect.ive. 
The h&~,.,. thP. <JiffP.rence in thll! r11nner diameters the bigger is 
the v11l1.e '·''t (figure 28). 
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If the power regulation range and the allowable decrease of 
:.rt are specified it is possible to determine the deviation of 
diameter for two runners adjacent in terms of their size. Siailar 
work can be conductP.d for all series of Francis and Kaplan tur-
bines. 

Figure 28. Turbine perforaance characteristics 

The following conclusions may be drawn on the basis of cur
rent experience of turbine engineering: 

lies within l.OS-1.2 (whP.re Dn+l and On are diameters of the 
runners of two adjacent turbines); 

(b) For the values of Ko up to 1.07, close correspondence 
of the duigned turbine with its optimum operating conditions is 
r-rovidP.d; 

(cl The lower value of Ko should be talten for larger-size 

tuL·b i nes; 

(dl Ko can be raised to 1.12-1.lS for very small turbines; 
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(e) Higher values of lo are allowable for laplan turbines. 

It should be noteJ that the 
over to another diameter under 
proportional to l~. that is 

power variation vhen changing 
the assuaed conditions is 

2 
P /P = L t,n+l tn ·-u 

It aeans that the aaxia1111 power varies bJ 1.1-1.44 tiaes. 

D. Field of application of turbine series 

Supplementary charts intended for preliainarJ selection of 
the turbine series and size as well as other operational param
eters aust be plotted on the basis of the development of a stand
ard line-up of turbine series and dieaeters. SomP. gP.neral con
cepts vhich serve as the basis for the required plotting are con
sidered below. We assume that there is a hill chart of the aodel 
turbine on which the given series is to be based. 

First we take tt-e mode of operation lJing on the lint! of 
optimum value nic as the design value. For the Francis tur
bine, it is practical to take the design value Qic lJing on 
the 5 per cent output margin line or close to this zone. For 
further computations ve assume that the values nic and 
Qic are known for the given series. 

Neglecting the difference in efficiency of the model and 
life-size small hydroturbines, from (17) and Cl8) we have 

and fro111 

n' = 
no

1 . Q' = g 
l 

-.112 
1 

02 112 ·H 'H n, l n 

tt .s it follows that: 

logHn = -2log iQic D~ + 2log Q 

i1og 
3 

It may be seen froai these equations that for o1 {constant> 
the relation Hn<Q> is of a linear nature in logarithaiic co· 
Ot"dinates. The lines o1 (constant) foC'lll a family of parallel 
lines inclined at an Cfigle of , = arctg2 = 63.43• to the axis logQ. 

Relations Hn<Ql for n Cconstantl are also ('( a linear 
natui:-e in logadthmic co-oi:-dinates. The li RP.I n (r:onstant) fonll a 
family of pai:-all11l 1 i nu inclined at an angh of •i:-ctg 113 . 
l3. 69. to thP. axis log Q. 

In tigur" 2'l i~ ~t\own, as an ex'•mple, the field of 1pplic1 
tion foi:- one ~ei:-ies of fr1ncis turbin•~- Th" model ch1ract11ri1tic 
with 
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in the design aode of opec-ation is taken as the input data. It 
shows also the lines of the continuous tuc-bine output. 

As logHn is given by 

logHn 
p 

log_t_ - log Q 
9.Blri 

t 

the lines of Pt (constant) ac-e inclined to the axis log Q at an 
angle of _45• in logac-ithalic co-oc-dinates. 

At the same ti-. the scale log Rs is plottP.d on the oc-di
nate, which can be used to deteraine the allowable suction head. 

In the study case, the field of application is liaited by the 
suction heads Hs = -3 to 6 a, tuc-bine povec- 1,000-10,000 tw and 
c-unnec- diametec-s D1 = 0.45-1.3 a. 

Pc-eliminac-y selection of the basic tuc-biae opec-ational paraa
etec-s can be made on the basis of the noaograph in figure 29. For 
ex .. 1ple, the di-ter D1, speed n and suction head Hs can be 
detPnoined frot11 the specified head and power. But the values 
D1, n and Hs obtained in such a way aay turn out to be 
unacceptable. 

The c-unner diameter aaJ not correspond to the values covered 
bJ tt.e standardized line-up. The rotative speed aaJ differ fr<M& 
the synchronous one. When adjusting to the nearest recOl9ended 
aagnitud .. the values D1 and n obtained froa the n0110gc-aph, the 
operating conditions tend lo shift froa the design point. But the 
nomogc-aph in figure 29 can not be used to assess whether the 
obtained deviations are peraissible. 

In this connection it is good practice to construct first the 
nGtDOgraphs identifying the field of potential application for the 
turbines of the given series with diaensions corresponding to the 
standardized dimensions and with synchronous speed. 

It should he noted that in current practical applications of 
tuc-bines fol" small hydl"opowet" product.ion both direct coupling of 
tut"bines and generators and step-up gearing are accepted. 

Oi rect coupling is always employed when the turbine has a 
high syncht"onous spee<i 111lowing the use of a high-speed genera
tot". At low values of n, the turbines can be dic-ectly coupled to 
the genec-atot" Ot" through step-up geal"ing. 

for dit"ec:t coupling and 50 Hz frequencf • n .. 1,500, 1,000, 
150, 600, 500, 428.6, 375, 333 and 300 •in- ; at 60 Hz frequency 
n • 1,200, 900, 720, 600, 514, 450, 400, 360 and 300 •in-1. 

A r.heaper step up gearing calls for development of a standard 
line up of gear sizes with the fixed tranH1ission ratio. Thus 
appl it:ation of high-speed generatou togather with step-up gearing 
wi 11 govel"n the standard line-up ol turbine speeds that di ff er 
from the synchronous ones. 

The methods for identifying the field of application for tur
bines of the given series, the size and speed of which correspond 
to the 1tendard line· up, will not be considered. 
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\111 .. n plotting the field of application shown in figur-e 29. 
r-ath .. r- d,.finit,. oper-ating conditions with filled values nic 
and Qjr •r--. involved. As seen fr-oa the hill charts for each 
ser-i,.s ,,f tur-bines, ther-e is a zone vller-e the tur-bine featur-es 
high en .. rgJ rh•r-acter-istics. AnJ mode of oper-ation in this zone 
can be tali:en as the designed one. Let 11s li•it the zone of 
fav<>nrablP. tur-bine application bJ tbe values of ni .. x - niain 

and Qi.as Qi•in· 

ThP. d'!'signated turbine output under the filled bead can be 
ohtain,.d using turbines of tbe given series vllicb bave the diaa
et,.r-s oi for Qi .. x and o} for Qiain· Subject to the equalitJ 
of discharges. the following can be written with an arcuracr 
determined bJ the difference in efficiencJ under lhese opP.rating 
ronditions 

1D"12 
1 

o-1 
11 

The rat ;n Ito controlJ ing the noraal line-up of dia.eters, 
thP. values of which are given above, corresponds to th,. ratio of 
the adj11st,.d rti,.rharges in the zone of opti•u• op<?rating con
ditions. 

T~ ... field of application for the turbine of a certain diaa
etP.r' in tho> lngar-ith•ic co-ordinates log Q - log H0 is li•ited 
!Jy h"' pBi:-al lel lines inclined at an angle of 63.43• to the nis 
logQ. In figure 30 are shown these zones for the line u;> of 
diam-.t-.rs with 11:0 = 1.08 froa the same series of turbines. The 
fiP.ld of app!i~ation for this series is given in figure 29. 

n .. fi .. ld of application relative to head at Di (constant) 
and 'I (ronstantl depends on the magnitude of nimall and 
nimin· In the studJ case, ni•all is taken equal to 73 min·l and 
nimin Pqnlll tn ~l min-1 

f'ig•1r,. 10 shows the field of effective application for the 
turbi n .. ~ of th,. same series but various di aaeters D1 (constant) 
at n • 1.'iOO, 1,000, 750, 600, 500 and 428.6 •in-1. At n (con 
stantl th .. fiPld of application is limited by par-allel lines 
inrlin .. d at An angl,. of 26.56• to the a1:is log Q. 

F.. General laws f~r Pelton turbines 

c .. rt.11in pPC'uliarities in the operation of lhe p,.lton turbine 
in th,. lnnP of maximum ,.fficiencies are considered hPlow. 

Arr•>rrling to formula (23), the velocity of a jel disrha,.ging 
from thP no~7.1P. df'pP.nds on the head. The int .. rart:inn or lhe jet 
and wh••l hnr~ .. ts results in energy transfer to the turbinf' 
sh4ft. Th• nptimum peripher•l spe .. d nf the r-unnP.r cir-cl .. t~ng.,nt 

to th'" r .. nt ral 1 ine of the jet should b,. equal, in an idP.al ras,., 
tn O.~Vj or to 10.46 0.47)Vj considering lhf' hydraulic loss•s. 

f I f n 11 '>W~ t hllt 

II (0.46 0.47lVj 
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and taking into account formula (23) we obtain the redu~ed speed 

n' 
1 
~ 
H 112 

n 

(0.46-0.47) 60 y (2g)
112 (32) 

All Pelton turbines featuring good energJ characteristics 
therefore have in the opti•11111 miode of operation 

-1 ni = 39-40 •in 

As seen fro• the Pelton turbine characteristic shown in 
figure 21, turbine eff iciencJ tends to drop rather sharply on 
departure froa the optimum values of nj. 

Applying the general foraula 
discharge, we obtain the discharge 
•ulti-nozzle arrangement Zj 

-l 112 
Q: Zj ----1T(2gHn> 

4 

< 24 > to determine the nozzle 
')f the Pelton turbine with a 

(33) 

Adjusted to D1 = 1 • and Rn = 1 m, the discharge equals 

or 

Q' 
l 

Q' 
1 

Q 

D2CH ) 112 
1 n 

- 112 
- ,, (2g) 
4 

(34) 

This formula indicates that the reduced discharge depends on 
the number of turbine nozzles and the ratio djlD1-

In the course of discharge control using the needle, dj 
varies from zero to a maiiimum value which governs the 111a1imum tur
bine discharge. 

It has to be noted that the turbines intended for small 
hydropower application should not have more than two nozzles. 
Otherwise turbine construction and its opP.ration would become too 
complicated. 

The specific speed of the turbine equals 

d ' ; 

r . 1 

The studies conducted show that for dj/D1 • Cl/6)/(117), the 
efficiency tends to drop significant.ly. The limiting values of 
n

5 
for the ~ingle nozl.le turbine is '36 47, while fo'." the two 

nozzle turbine, it comes to 54 60. 
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The turbine characteristics b.:ca.e optimum at d j 101 
(1/10)/(1115). Therefore the specific spee.:i prefec-able for the 
single nozzle turbine is 16-26, and that for the two-nozzle 
arrangement is 22-36 under the opti111111 operating conditions. 

F. Standardization 9f Pelton turbines 

Turbine power is governed bJ the head and the nozzle dimen
sions, and does not depend on the runner diameter. In this con-
nection, the jet diaaeter dj is one of the -jor dimensions of 
the Pelton turbine. 

With a change in the diaaeter dj• the turbine power, other 
things being equal, tends to change proportionally to d?. 

J 

the problems to be worked out in standardization of 
turbine is to establish the line up of t.he nozzles 

in basic di11ensions, particularly in the maximum jet 

One of 
the Pelton 
differing 
diameter. 

In figure 31 is shown the characteristic of tuc-bin<> 1 for 
various loads. It is seen that the turbin~ features a high 
efficiency in a wide range of loads. At partial loadings the 
average operationitl efficiency nt11 2 tends to decrease, but not 
significantly. 

Figure 31. Turbine characteristics for various loads 
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It is evident from fot"aula C33) that the relation Hn<Q> in 
logarithmic co-ordinates is of a linear nature for constant dj-

Hence 

+ 2log Q 

In figure 32 are plotted the lines dj : 0.02-0.25 in the 
range of possible application for the Pelton turbine with a 
single-nozzle arrangement at the specific speed Rs : 25-

The lines of equal runner diameter are parallel to the lines 
we have 

range of 
dj (constant> - In the given case for dj/D1 0.1 
D1 10 dj- Thus for the entire field Q-Hn the 
runner diameter variation lies within 01 0.2-2.5 m. 

Plotted in this field are also the lines n (constant) cor
responding to the synchronous speed of the generator - Applying 
formula (16) we obtain 

Hn 3.65 !!. 1 4/3 Q2/3 213 
t n I 

s; 

log Hn ~log 1 3.65 !!. l + llogC"tQ> 
n 2 3 s, 

For ~s (constant), the lines n form in logarithmic co-ordinates 
a family of straight lines inclined at a11 angle of 33.69° to the 
uis log Q. 

In figure 32 are plot~ed the lines of constant speed for 
synchronous values in the range 187.5-1,500 min-1. 

The field area Q--H lying above the line n ,, 1,500 min is 
likely to be excluded from consideration. 

The limiting size of the runner is governed by the manu
facturing capabilities and its ma1imum value must be limited. 

The manufacturers specialized in production of small hydro
turbines cBn limit the Pi value by 1 or 2 m. 

Assuming D1mal 
respect to head is 
application for the 
line in figure 32. 

1.0 m and the field of application with 
limited by 50 500 m, we obtain a field of 

single nozzle Pelton turbine shown by a thick 

lt is seen that the ma1imum power here does not exceed 
3,000 kW. The higher power would require a turbine wit.h double 
nozzle arrangement. The specific sp£ed of t.he double 1107.7.le tur 
bine is 

provided the other conditions rP.main unchanged (n 5 1 
speed of the single nozzle turbine). 
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The field of application for the double-nozzle turbine tends 
to shift to the right as the discharge will increase as inucl> as 
two times. The maximuin power is 5,000 MW. 

For the study case of Pelton turbine applications, the prac
tical area of standardized turbine application is limited with 
respect to the head by 50-500 m, to the jet diameter by 
0.03-0.l m, to the runner diuieter by 0.3-1.0 m, and to the power 
by 50-3,000 kW for a single-nozzle arrangement and by 50-5,000 kW 
for a double-nozzle arrangement. 

The turbine featuring higher values of head and power may be 
custom-11:ade. The pl"eliminary selectic.n can be made on the basis 
of the nomograph (see figure 32). 

One of the basic objectives of normalization and unification 
of Pelton turbines consists in establishment of a normal line-up 
of runnel" diametet":;, nozzle sizes and wheel bucket sizes. An 
1ntegl"ated approach should be followed in working out this prob
lem. The following conditions must be taken into account when 
specifying the line-up of runnel" diameters. 

A tu:-!>ine with r.ertain runner dimensions can operate witliin 
limited head vat"iations. Figure 21 shows that at depat"lure of 
ni from the optimum value, the cost effectiveness of the tur
bines decreases si5nif icantly. It is thet"efot"e practicable to 
limit the operati~g zone by the limiting values of n' and 

lmax n' 
lmi'l 

Let the area of application for the turbine with the runner 
Dn be limited by the heads uwin and uwax and that for the tut"bine 
turbine with the runnel" Dn+l by th~ heads umax and Hmin. 

n+l n+l 
Assuming further tnat 

umax ,. umin 
n n+l 

and n is equal for both turbines, we will find that according to 
the formula {32) fol" reduced {unit) speed, 

D • 
_.!!.!.!. 

D 
n 

n• 
l~'lX 

n' lmin 

For the specific case 
nimax = 42.5 min-1, nimin = 
diameter line-up is 

1.118 

considered above, 
38 min-1. Then the 

we may take 
factor of the 

Sinr.e Dmin is taken equlll to O. 3 m and Dm81 . 1.0 m, there 
must be N of different runner sizes where 

log D /D . 
N ~ m~ + 1 11.8 

, Assumin~ N 
"lmin - 18 m1nl 

log K
0 

11, then Ko 1. ll8 at nimax - 4:Z b min l .rnd 
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Thus we obtain a ncnul line-up of runner siz:es deterained 
from the foC111ula 

Dn+l = l.128Dn 

after rounding off 

o1 = 0.30, 0.34, 0.38, 0.43, 0.485, 0.545, 0.620, 0.695, 
0.785, 0.885 and 1.00 •· 

We now pass to the deteraination of the line up of noz:z:le 
siz:es. 

As has been assumed above, the a1nuaua jet size djmin is 
equal to 0.03 11. Considerir.g the optiaua ratio dj/D given 
above, we see that the au:iaua runner diaaeter to be effectivelf 
used with the given Lozzle is 

D 14 djmin 

For the s~ecific case we obtain D1 = 0.43 m. 

Table 4 gives the values of minimum head under which the 
turbine with the diameter D and speed n should be used. 

The computations are made bf the foraula 

. D \2 
ffmin = -,--DI 

:n1-:1 ' 

In particular, at n = 1, 500 and D = 0. 3-0. 43, the ar-ea of 
heads 112.0-292.0 mis overlapped (see figure 33). 

The maximum jet diameter for the studJ area is deter-mined to 
secur-e t:1e optimum r-atio: 

assuming at the same time that djma:1 = 0.043 m. 

Thus: for- D = 0.3-0.1.3 and n = 1,500 the nozzle should be 
applbd which pr-ovides a maximum jet diameter of 0.043. Closing 
of the noz:zle down to dj = 0.03 m will result in dischar-ge dr-op 

Qmu • :djmu: 2,, 2.05 
d '. 

\ jmin, 

which will not cause a tangible decrease in efficiency. 

As findings of the Pdton turbine tilsts show, the sizes of 
the wheel buckets have a certain corr-elation with the jet diam
eter-. Ther-efore all runners o~er-ating in the study z:onq ~~st have 
definite and identical bucket dimensions. 

A ~imilar- method is used to determine the size of olher
nozzles, as well as the 11r-ea of application ft>r the r-uriner-s of 
differ-ant sizes operating al differ-ent shaft speeds. 



Table 4. Minimum turbine head value1 

Muaber 0\•1 l 500 l 000 750 600 500 428.6 375 333 300 

- 1- 0.3 111.6 49.6 

2 0.34 143.6 63. 7 

3 0.38 179.0 79.6 44 .8 

4 0.43 229.2 101.9 57.3 

5 0.485 291.6 129.6 72.9 46.7 
OI 

6 0.545 368.3 163.7 92.0 58.9 40.9 .... 

7 0.62 476.6 211.8 119.1 76.2 52.9 

8 0.69'> 'IQlt.9 266.'1 H9. 7 95.8 66.5 48.9 

9 0. 785 339.6 191.0 1:l2 .2 U.9 62.4 47.8 

lO 0.885 431.6 242.8 155.4 107. 9 79.3 60. 7 4 7. 9 

11 1.00 551.0 309.9 198.4 137 .8 101. 'I. 77. 4 61.2 49.6 
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An exuaple is shown in figure 33 which makes it possible to 
determine the nozzle. runner sizes and speed for any values of 
Hn• Q or Pt. 

In our study case five standard sizes of nozzles and wheel 
buckets for 10 different runner diameters are required for the 
area of application of a Pelton single-nozzle turbine at 
Hn = S0-500 m and Pt = 50-3,000 kW. 

Table 5 'ives the required combinations. It is seen that 17 
standard sizes of turbines are rc<;uircd tu cover the entire area 
of application given above. 

A similar procedure may be applied to solve the problem for a 
double nozzle turbine. 

0.3 

0.034 

0-38 

0.43 

0.485 

0.545 

0.62 

0.695 

0. 785 

0.885 

Table 5. Required combinations of values for a 
Pelton single-nozzle turbine 

0.043 0.055 0.07 0.085 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ + 

+ 

0.10 



Figure 33. Area of application for runners of different sizes and different shaft speed• 
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V. EXAMPLES Of' STAllOARDllAT!Oll 

A. Nona...~~atioa of s .. 11 hydraulic turbines in the 
Ui.1.:>a of Soviet Socialist Republics 

Nontalization and stand~rdization of saall hydraulic turbines 
was undertaken for the first ti- i-ediat .. 1.J after the Second 
World War in the Union of Soviet Socialist Repu~lics (USSR), which 
was striving to aeitt the deaaads of the national econoay and power 
industry and to carry out a progra-e of construction of small 
hydropower plants on a large scale. 

The mass production of saall hydroturbines was preceded by 
work on the development of st•ndards and unification of turbine 
construction. 

tn the first instance, a list of short-tent and long-tera 
demands for small ~ydraulic turbines was drawn up. This list 
served to work out lhe line up of turbine types and sizes. In the 
second phase, the select •d systems for ao•t widely spread standard 
sizes were developed in •eta i 1. The des lii!" development covered 
r.nnstruction not of sepan.te turbines but of the whole turbine 
series. It then became possible to unify separate parts and com
ponents for a number of turbine standard sizes. As a result, 
co11i;.letely nonaalized cons·cructions have been developed. 

Standardization helps to reduce the size, weight and cost of 
the equipment. The turbine construction is 111<>re adaptable to the 
requir'!ments of mass production. Specialized production of tur
bine equipment can be set up at several factories. 

1. NOlllenclature of reacti~_turbines 

The range 
Hn : 1.5-250 111. 

o' heads for 
The area of 

in terms of specific speed lies 

reaction turbines is limited by 
application for re.iction turbines 

within n5 ~ 60-1,000. 

Each turbine series is charactP.rized by the specific speed 
ns related to the optimum operating conditions. When the opera
ting conditions depart from the optimum ones, the efficiency drops. 
If an allowable value of efficiency loss is specified, the turbine 
of a certain series can be run within a certain range of specific 
speeds. 

When the allowable efficiency loss is 1-1.5 per cent it is 
poui"'e to develop a set of 10 turbine series. Of this numb11r, 
SP.Ven vi 11 be of lhe Francis type. The specific speeds of two 
neighbouring series are related by the approximate ratio: 

ns,(n+l) 2 l.4n 1 ,n-18 

If a 3-4 per cent effir.iP.ncy 1011 is allowed, a line up of S 
series will suffice, and for a 6-7 per cent efflr.iency drop a line 
up of J seriP.s is sufficient. 

But sP.ler.tior. of l:he number of series, as 
dou not depend on the r.ff ir.i itncy drop alon"!. 
operation is the most criticel consideration. 

Ind I cated ebove, 
Cevitation free 
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The following r-enges of e lloveble suet ion heeds heve been 
adopted for- the Fr-ancis and l.aplan tur-bines in developing the 
n~nclature for- the saall hJdr-aulic tur-bines: Hs : 0-3 • (for
the Fr-ancis tur-bine) Hs = 1-2 •(for- the l.aplan tur-bine). 

ln cotr.plian~e with these restr-ictions it hes been found thet 
a bigger- number- of ser-ies ere r-equired to meet the cavitation-free 
conditions. For- exuiple, the Francis turbine requir-es nine ser-ies 
vi th in the range of ns " 80- 300 at the speci fie speed ratio of 
two neighbouring se~ies 

ns,(n+ll = l.2ns,n 

and the l.eplan tur-bine requir-es five series. 

Iner-ease in the nu•ber- of series will r-educe the magnitude of 
efficiencJ loss but the numb~r of standard siz.es tends to increase. 

The adopted nomenclature cont a ins 12 series of r-eact ion tur
bines. Of this number eight tur-bine ser-ies are of the Francis 
t1pe and four- ser-ies ar-e of the laplan type. 

At the initial phase of practical application of small 
hJdr-aulic tur-bines it was found feasible to r-educe the number of 
sedes to s i 1 (four- series ar-e Fr enc i ~ and two ar-e l.aplan) . But 
it entails an appr-eciable efficiencJ loss of 3-4 per cent. 

As indicated above, one of the major- objectives of smell 
hydrotur-bine standariz.ation is to fix the set of nominal turbine 
diameter-s making up a single series. To achieve better- conformity 
of the tur-bine to the specified conditions and higher- efficiency, 
the set of nominal diameter-s shc'.lld have • close intervel, while 
the value of the set denominator 1.0 should be lover. 

The optimum conditions ar-e met at lo: 1.05-1.075. To cut 
down the nun1ber- of stendard siz.es, the d•rnominetor- lo can be 
raised to 1. ll but it ente i ls about a 2 per- cent loss of aver-age 
operating efficiency. 

At the initial stage of small tur-bine normaliz.ation, a higher
value of ICo l. 19 was adopted. When changing ovet' from one 
siz.e to the ne:i:t lac-gee- one, the power increases as much as 
1.192 1.416. The following line up of diametet's is adopted 
for Francis turbines 01 = 0.30, 0.35, 0.42, 0.50, 0.59, 0.71, 
0.84 and 1.00 m. 

Fo~ pr-opeller and !Caplan turbines: 

01 0.35, 0.46, 0.59, 0.80, 1.00, 1.70, 1.40 and 1.60 m. 

Jn the practical application of axiel flow tur-bines prefer-ence 
would bP. givPn to the propellet' tut'bines bectuse of their simple 
construC'tion and lower cost. The blade pitch used to be set un 
the basis of thP. conditions of application which ensur"ed a high 
operatin~ Pffir.iP.ncy. 

It may he noted t.hat the construction of standari~P.d turbines 
can providP. for a minor changP. (about ~ 3 pP.r c-ent) in the runner 
diameter wit.bout disturbing the construction of major components 
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and overall diaensions. Such a aeasure allows th~ loss of an 
average operating effi<-iency to be significantly restrictf?d for a 
relatively high ratio ~o-

2. Reaction turbine configurations 

Though great e1:perience bas been accuaulated in designing, 
engineedng and aanufacture of lai-ge-size hydraulic turbines, its 
application to the area of saall hydraulic turbines is not po:::
sible without considerable adaptation. To be 110re e1:act, the 
designs which are peculiar to the s .. 11 hydroturbines have such a 
specific character that they should be singled out in a separate 
group of hydraulic turbines. 

Since the -ost-effectiveness of saall hydroplants is appre
ciably lower than that of large-scale hydropower developments, 
efforts should be talten to cut the cost of hydroelectric plant, 
including reduction of the equipment cost. There are two possible 
ways to achieve this. 

First, the cost of tui-bine equipment can be cut through the 
development of cost-effective designs, unification and application 
of cost-effective aanufacturing processes. Here feasible simplifi
cations in design a .d man1Jfacturing processes wi 11 result in lower 
cost of equipment without detri111ent to the energy and cavitation 
characteristics of the turbinPs. Secondly, types and ronfigura
tions unsuitable for large-size installations could be used. 

D~parture from conventional designs and 
configuration and 111anufacturing processes would 
somewhat poorer in quality but much cheaper. 

simplification in 
lead to turbines 

From the viewpoint of t.he organization of cheap turbin" manu
facture, it is practicable to limit the number of turbine designs. 
The first nomenclature variants included the following turbine 
configurations: 

(a) Vertical-shaft open-flume turbines with P.lbow type, oi
straight draft tube directly connected to generator shaft or 
through step-up gearing; 

(bl Horizontal-shaft turbines in steel case wit.h frontd 
water supply and shaft passing through draft tube elbow for Pt 
up to 1,000 ltW; 

(c) Horiz~ntal shaft spiral turbines for Pt up to 2,SOO ~W. 

J. Nomenclature of imeul_~ turbines 

The nomenclature cf ;.,iton tarbines ~ill first be considered. 
The jet diameter is taken u the param~t.er controlling the t1Jrbine 
power. Normalization of the jet line up is one of thP major prob
lems. 

If the magnitude of efficiency loss allowable for the Pelton 
turbine is taken to be equal to About 1 per cent, the maxim1Jm power 
output of the turbine can be established within O.l'> 0.1 of its 
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full power to be obtained at the aaxiaua nozzle opening. Froa this 
condition it follows that 

Such a high ~alue of the jet diaaeter line-up ratio steas froa 
a flat curve of the Pelton turbine. At this ratio only three jet 
diaaeters dj = 0.025, 0.05 and 0.10 •can be obtained in the area 
of practical interest. 

It is desirable froa the point of view of aanufacturing, but 
not economically viable because it causes an extra consumption of 
-tal. In the liaiting case when installing the turbine, with a 
capacity exceeding fourfold the required amount, its linear diaen
sions will be twice and the .. ss eight times aore than those of the 
turbine designed for the given parameters. 

Taking into account feasibility analysis, th~ following 
line up of water jet dia-ters is established: 

dj = 0.025, 0.036, 0.050, 0.065, 0.082 and 0.10 • 

The range factor varies froa 1.44 to 1.22. When selecting the 
line-up of runner diameters thP. ainiau• value D1ldj = 10 is 
taken. For the s .. llest turbines with dj = \l.025 • the greater 
ratio values are taken, reaching the value of D1/dj = 20. 

As a result, the following line-up of runner diameters is 
obtained: 

n1 = 0.036, 0.050, 0.65, 0.82, 1.00 and 1.20 • 

for H_11 : 40-250 m and Pt = 10-500 kW resulting in Q 
0.4 m3/sec-l and n = 250-750 min-1. 

0.012-

The normalization of the Turgo turbines is based on the saae 
principles as that of the Pelto& turbines. 

For normalized Turgo turbines 
0.71-0.&4 m. These turbines may be 
50-400 m and Pt = 10-4,000 kW. 

dj 0.025-0.2 • and 
applied in the range 

The area of application of the normalized Banki-Mitchell 
turbines lies within Hn : 10-160 m and Pt = 5-300 kW. 

B. Small turbines manufactured by Voith 

tne Voith company (Austria and Federal Republic of Germany> 
developed the standard line-up of hydraulic turbines for Hlall 
hydropower application, including the followin~ types of units: 
Pelton turbines for high heads; Francis spiral turbines; Francis 
open flume turbines; and axial flow turbines of tube, pit and bulb 
typ~ 

:·· •r.-l~r-.! hydraul it: turbines cover the fol lowing range of 
01,..r•.t i•ir1M l p11r11meters: 

H0 7 400 m Q a 0.05-80 ml sec-1 
Pt ~O 10,000 kW 
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Francis turbines vith the capacity Pt > 2,000 tW and axial 
flov turbines vith the capacity Pt > 5,000 kW are custoa-designed. 

1. Pelton turbines 

Pelton turbines are applied in the high-head range vith rela
tively lov discharges: 

Kn = 40-400 11 Q = 0.05-1.3 •3 sec-1 

the advantages of these turbines are: better efficiency in 
coaparison with Francis turbines in the said area of application; 
high efficiency in the wide range of loads; simplicity of design; 
and relatively low cost of installation. 

the standard design provides for a turbine with two nozzles. 
the area of application of each standard size is deter.tined by the 
head discharge ratio. 

Single-nozzle turbines are applied at 

Q = O.OS-0.16 113 sec-1 
Pt = 50-500 kW 

Hn = 100-400 m 

Double nozzle turbines are ap?lied at 

Q = 0.06-1.3 113 sec-1 
Pt = 50-4,000 tW 

Kn = 40- 400 11 

A competitive alternative of Francis spiral turbine may be 
used for the range of 

Kn = 40-150 m Q = 0.1-0.8 m3 sec-1 

Th• following standard line-up of runner diamet~rs is taken: 

Di = 0.305, 0.340, 0.385, 0.430, 0.485, 
0.685, 0.110, 0.860 and 0.970 II Cio 

0.545, 0.610, 
1.123) 

when speed n = 1,500, 1,000, ISO, 600, 500 and 418 min-1 

It should be noted that the runner is made in the following 
two alternative designs: 

Cal Wheel buckets are cast integrally with disk and huh; 

(bJ Buc~ets are bolted to the disk. 

the runner, cast a~ a whole piece, is cheaper th1n the assem
bled type. But at the same t iaie the second alternative allows 
replacement of buclrets. The cast alter-native ii applicable only 
for small ~i&mP.ters of runner and in case of high specific speed. 

The configuration of wheel buckets is esta~lished by means of 
extennive laboratory tests. 

The single noz:7.le turbine case consists of a welded frame and 
a c-:>ver, flanged along the hol"iz:onhl parting joint. The doublt 
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nozzle turbine cover is of two parts as well. 
mou~ted on the shaft, coming out from the case. 

The seals are 

The turbine shaft bearings are oil- lubricated. One of ~hem 

takes up the axial thrust. The bearings intended for high loads 
have a water cooling system. 

The turbine is mounted over the outlet pit into which the 
waste water is discharged. The outlet pit is lined with strong 
and hard steel plates. 

Special needle nozzles are used to supply water to the runner 
and convert the pressure energy to kinetic energy without losses. 
Particular attention is paid to proper water supply and its dis
tribution in the double-- nozzle turbines. 

Pelton turbines are equipped with a speed governor providing 
the following methods of regulation: nozzle control; deflector 
control; and dual control by nozzle and deflector. The water dis
charge is controlled by needle travel. The hydraulic force acting 
on the needle always tends to close the nozzle. This force is 
equalized hydraulically or mechanically. Hence a relatively small 
LOrce is needed for the needle travel. At the nozzle closure the 
pressure increases in the penstock. The pressure build-up amounts 
up to 50 per cent at the small hydroelectric plant with small
diameter penstocts. 

To reduce the temporary speed drop of the turbine shaft the 
flywheel may be applied. 

2. Francis spiral turbines 

Francis spiral turbines with scroll case water supply are 
used at 

10-150 m Q = 0.12-12 m3 sec-1 Pt = 50-2,000 kW 

They are also used at lower heads to reduce costs under certain 
spe~ial co~ditions. They may be advantageous also for turbines of 
particularly small dimensions. 

All turbines have horizontal shafts, since i;enerators with 
horizontal shafts are cheaper. Vertical turbines are recoanended 
only as an exception. 

To meet the said Q--Hn requirements the company applies the 
:unners of 10 series, depending on the pressure head and suction 
head. 

For high-head turbines in the range of Hn " 100-150 m the 
allowable suction head varies within Hs " -), .. 4 111. For lowhead 
turbines in the range " Hn " 15-20 m the allowable suction head 
varies within H5 " 3, .. 1 m. 

The following standard line up of runner diameters has been 
established: 
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D1 0.205, 0.235, 0.26~, 0.300, 0.345, 0.390, 0.440, 0.470, 
0.500, 0.535, 0.570, 0.610, 0.650, 0.690, 0.740, 0.790, 
0.840, 0.895, 0.955, 1.015, 1.085, 1.155, l 230, l.310, 
1.400 m 

For small diameters Ko 1.136 and 
Ko = 1.066. The turbine shaft speed is n 
600, 500, 428, 300, 250 and 200 min-I. 

for larger diameters 
= 1,500, 1,000, 750, 

The last three values are used for low-head installations 
with Hn = 4-10 m. 

Thus the company standards provide for a wide range of various 
dimensions of spiral turbines. 

A cost-effective turbine with good ca vi tat ion-free behta.viour 
may be installed to meet practically any operating conditions. 

The following distinguishing features of the spiral turbine 
design may be noted. 

The turbine has a hydraulically optimum spiral case allowing 
high water velocity and having the dimensions best suited to 
ensurP. minimum losses. Being small in size, the spiral case is 
made of steel casting. For increased dimensions the spiral case 
is welded from plate steel. The steel-welded spiral cases are 
provided with a stay ring to increase the structural strength. 

The turbines have externally controlled wicket gates. The 
shifting ring is mounted either on the turbine cover side or on 
the draft tube side. Th!! last arrangement is seldom applied. 
Wicket-gate stems are carried in bearings fixed to the turbine 
cover. The seal is mount~ at the end. Specific attention is 
paid to sealing and its r'1'1.iable service in operation. Special 
holes are drilled for removal of leaks so as to eliminate external 
leaks completely. 

The vane of wicket-gate levers and links are m~de of special 
high-strength steel castings. The gate operating mechanism may be 
lubricated during operation of the turbine. 

The design of the turbine runners has been worked out in the 
hydraulic laboratory. The company guarantees the operation of the 
runners with the highest possible efficiency. The runners are 
charactP.rized by the head, discharge and speed. 

The runners are one-piece castings of steel, bronze, aluminium 
bronZ!! or chromium steel for turbines of any high specific speed. 
Runner-s of medium and high specific speeds are made with hL:b and 
rim of steel casting with stamped steel blades lined at the edges. 
S!!lection of the material for the runners and spiral case depends 
on t.he properties of water. The runner is overhung on the shaft. 
Access to the runner is quite simple should one move as;de the 
draft tube !!lbow. 

When the water flows through the turbine it exerts hydraulic 
axial thrust on the runner. Due t~ this the turbine bearing should 
take up the thrust as well. The design of bearings is ioverned by 
the thrust magnitude and turbine shaft speed. 
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Voith applies the thrust ring design for ordinary operating 
conditions. Self-lubricating oil bearings with fixed position of 
thrust surface and without water cooling of oil are used at neg
ligible hydraulic thrust and speed. The cooling system is 
arranged at high magnitudes of u::ial thrust and speed. Pressure 
lubrication is also provided for heavily loaded bearings. 

Protective rin~s of stainless durabl'? steel in the zone of 
the wicket gate assembly are prov'ded in case the water carries 
abrasive bed loads. 

The draft tube is of an elbow ~hape. At the inlet section it 
has an elbow, which then changes to a straight conical draft tube. 
For large-size turbines with a small suction head the vertical 
draft tube bec-omes very long, which requires considerable earth
moving activities. In this case the length of the tube is extended 
in the horizontal direction. The tube cross sections change from 
round at the inlet to rectangular at the outlet. 

To suit the type of generator bearings, rigid or elastic 
couplings for the shafts of generators and turbines are used. If 
the generator has slide bearings, rigid shafts couplings are used, 
in whi~h case only one bearing in the turbine is required. For 
generators with rolling bearings the elastic coupling is pref
erable, which may make up for slight misalignment of the assembled 
shafts. In this case the installation of an additional overhung 
turbine bearing is required, which may simultaneously funct.ion as 
the thrust bearing. When arranging the belt drive, the turbine 
shaft may have two bearings, the pulley being installed between 
them. The belt drive is used to drive the speed governor. 

The hydraulic turbine is controlled by the company-designed 
speed governor with a centrifugal pendulum and hydraulic servo
motor. Flywheels are used to improve regulation stability. A 
similar function is intended for the generator rotor. When 
mounted, the flywheel may simultaneously function as a half of 
coupling at the end of the generator shaft. When using the rigid 
coupling the flywheel is often plai:ed between thP. halves of cou
pling or fixed on the gen11rator shaft. 

The company developed a sp11cial design of turbine for instal
laticns featuring a wide fluctuation of discharges throughout the 
year. In such c11sPs a turbine with twin spiral case and two run
ners is used. A h.rge size turbine is arranged integr11lly with a 
small- size turbine. The two turbines operate together when the 
water discharg11 is high. The large size turbine will operate 
alone at the average discharge, and I.he small size turbine will 
run alone at the low water discharge. in such an installation 
with a disch8C'ge approximating one sixth of th11 full watH dis 
charge, water 11n11rgy may be used with satisfactory effici11nry. 

High speed op11ration can sometimes be specifind for the tur 
bine. For such installations the twin turbine is a iood solution. 
This turbin11 is equipped with thP. twin r1rnn11r, and P.ach pu·t of 
th" twin r•rnners is de~igned t.o pass fifty per cf!nt of wat."r dis 
ch11q;". The turbine has t.wo draft tubes dischariing I.he wat"r from 
each half of the runn11r. 
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3. Francis open-flume turbines 

Voith has developed a standard line-up of open flume turbines 
(figure 6) and recoamends it for application when 

Hn = 2-10 m Q ~ 2.5-30 m3 sec-1 Pt : 80-2,000 kW 

These turbines cover the range of a1tia1. flow turbines. The advan
tages of their use are as follows: 

(a) Vertical open-flume turbines have small dimensions; 

(b) The 
level, which 

generator may ~e 

is often difficult 
shaft arrangement; 

mounted above the maximum water 
in turbines with a horizontal 

(c) Turbines of this type have relatively lcw cost and 
require small capital investments and cheap equipment; 

(d) Application of vertica~ step-up gear allows the use of 
high-speed generators. 

The area Q-Hn is covered by six series of turbines using 19 
normalized dimensions of runners. 

The follo..,ing standard line-·up of diameters has been estab
lished: 

D1 0.84, 0.895, 0.955, 1.015, 1.086, 1.155, l.23, 1.31, 
l.<::O, 1.49, 1.59, 1.695, 1.305, 1.90, 1.91), 2.09, 2.19, 
2.30 r..nd 2.41 m 

with o1 up to 1.805, Ko 1.0658, and at bigger sizes Ko ~ l.0494. 

The company developed the nomograph for prelimin~ry selecti?n 
of turbine type and its dimensions for the given design conditions. 

Table 6 shows parameters according to thP. field of ap;ilica· 
tion for series of turbines. 

Tuc-bine 
series 

, 160 , 190 
F 225 , 260 , 295 , 330 

-----------· 

Table 6. Parameters for turbine series 

Q 
(m3 sec-1) 

2 10 1.6-16 
2 10 1. 6-16 
2-10 2-20 
2 10 2.4-30 
2 IO 2.4-30 
2 10 2.4· 30 

-··------ --~ 

n 
(min 1) 

40 200 
45 225 
40 200 
45. ?.25 
50- 250 
55 us _______ ... __ -

Pt 
(kW) 

80 000 
80 000 
80 000 
80 000 
80 1 000 
80 2 000 

The adopted ~eries of turbines are of unequal efficiency, the 
F 160 series being the best. With the growth of turbine specific 
speeds the efficiency tends to decrease both under optimum 
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operating conditions and especially 
operation of turbines is rec0111111ended 
cent of the maximum value. 

at partial loadings. The 
loads not less than 50 per 

Turbine efficiency at full gate is 82-85 per cent. The effi
ciency also depends on the turbine size and series. For ~xample, 
under optimum operating conditions the efficiency of the F 330 
series ~s 2 per cent less, and at 50 per cent load it is 6.5 pe~ 

cent less, than that of the F 160 series. 

Turbine efficiency may be lower at modernized old hydro
electric plants, where separate sections of the water passage may 
remain non-optimum. 

The effi :iency of single-stage step-up gear is evaluated by 
the company at about 96.5-98.5 per cen~ at full load. 

The developed turbine series have satisfactory cavitation 
characteristics. The turbines of the F 160, F 190 and F 225 
series at the recoanended range of heads may have the suction head 
up to 7 m, and turbines of the F 260, F 296 and F 330 series up to 
6 m. 

The company has developed standard designs of turbine instal
lation and the main dimensions are given accor~ing to turbine type 
and size of runners. 

The range of supply includes turbines, step-up gears, genera
tors and speed governors. The turbine includes the runner, 
adjustable wicket gate assembly, draft tube elbow, shaft with 
bearings 9S well as protective pipe and coupling. 

The runner is usually cast of steel with caF':- into steel 
blade~. The material with improved erosion resistanc is used for 
the corrosive medium with suspensions. The runner, have been 
developed experimentally and the c:ompany guaranteoi!S the mu:' :num 
efficiency and good cavitation-free characteris~ics. 

The wicket gate~ are provided with outside contrnl. The gate 
operating mechanism is located inside the turbine chamber. The 
ope'."&ting 1 .. echanism assembly consists of thrust ring, operating 
ring with levers and links and vertical regulating shaft. 

In some cases the company makes the dra.f t tube only in the 
form of " stee: "''!lJed elbow, from which the water is discharged 
directly into the tailraee (figure 6). 

Application of Francis turbines for such low heads results in 
low speeds of thf, turbine shaft. Use of '1 high· speed generator 
(500-1,000 min-1) requires step-up gear. For that put·pose the 
company uses planetary coaxial step-up single stage gears with 
similar direction of shaft :-otation. The t.ran~mission ratio ill 
within the following ranges: 

.,t up t.o 200 kW 
i't up to 1,000 kW 
Pt , 1,000 k.W 

5· 3! '5 
7-28 

'}' 7 '. 3 

The trani>mis~ion gPar t:BSe is oiland du~t proof. Good sur 
face fini11h of runners r.<:~ures high effici•rncy. il@p•rnt1ing on the 
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power and thrust on the runner, the thrust bearing is installed 
either in the gear case or separately. When installed separately 
the thrust bearir.g is lubricated by the actomatic system. Ball
bearings with spray lubrication system are used for small stap-ap 
gears. The big transmission gears have plain bearings and lubri
cation 'lf bearings and contact places of transmission gears is 
effected under pressure ~y the special oil lubrication system. 

Generators with a speed range of 500-1,000 min-1 are used 
in hydraulic units. Depending on tile type of turbine and head, 
the runaway speed ranges from 200 per cent up to 250 per cent that 
of the nominal speed. 

Elastic coupling is installed between generat:>r and step- up 
gear for a synchronous unit, the flywheel baing fixed on the 
generator shaft. 

Besides planetaC"y step-up gears it is allowed to use nc.n
coaxial vertical step-up gears as well as transmission gears with 
the horizontal output shafts. In the latter case the horizontal 
shaft generator is installed. 

4. Horizontal axial-flow turbines 

Voith, like most other hydraulic turbine manufacturP.rs, has 
developed standards for horizontal shaft axial hydraulic ~urbines 

with the upstC"eam bulb arrangement and S-shaped draft tube 
(figure 12). 

Wide propagation of this typP. of turbine stems from Cl'rtain 
advantages in comparison with a~ial vertical-shaft turbines, 
including the following: easiest water passage from hydC"aulic 
point of view; and small dimensions and convenient arraniement of 
the power-house. 

The turbines mostly have fixed wicket gates and adjustable 
blade runner. The company has developed nomographs for prP.liminary 
selection of main p11rameters of tuC"bine equipment, defiending nn 
water head and discharge: 

Hn; 2-15 m Pt - 100 7,000 kW 
n ; 80--100 min 

The three ~eries of turbines reccmmended are di~tingui::h•·d by 
the Z number of blades: 

where z s Hn 5 IS :~ Q 7 70 m3 sec-1 Pt 700 I ,000 kW, 
where z 4 Hn 3 10 m Q 3.5-60 m3 sec Pt IOOS,000 kW, 
where z 3 Hn 2 6 m Q 3 50 m3 sec 1 Pt so 2,8(10 kW 

Tht> suet.ion head of Hs - ~ -: t. m in the <>p•!r.1t i ona 1 ;trf'.t. 

The standards indicate the following normal l i fl" II(' () f r1Jnnf'r' 
di11me!.er~: 

h 1 - 0.96, !.09n, I .16, 1.21, I .11, 1.40, I ~1. I .~1. 
l . I! 1 , l . 90, l 99, 2. 09, 2. 19, 2. }O, 7 41 , 7 . ', I , 
7 18 11nd 7.92 m 

I . 7.l • 

/.65, 
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lo ; 1.066 at small D1 and lo ; 1.049 ~t big D1. 

The hydr~ulic turbine includes t•1e step-up gea~. generat~r and 
governor. Water-~onveying and outlet features of the turbine may 
be adapted to local condit:ons. The hydraulic turbine includes the 
runner, its chamber, the fixed wictet gate assembly, the bend draft 
tube, t~e sha~t with a servomotor and the ~on~rol rod inside, the 
guide bearin~ and the shaft seal. 

The runner bas 3-5 blades made of steel or bron;r.e casting, 
which rotate in a bron;r.e bearing ho-.oed in the runner hub. The 
runner blade mechanism, consisting of cross head, lints, levers 
and journals, is installed in the runner bub. The wicket gates 
are welded to the outer ring. 

The runner chamber is a welded structure. The internal sur
face is machined along the sphere to obtain equal clearance &rilOng 
the runner blades and chamber in ar.y position of the blades. To 
facilitate installing and dism11ntling the runner, its chamber is 
aade of two halves and has a removable flange on the draft tube 
side. The chamber shell may be ~ade of stainless steel for cor
rosive water with suo;pensior.s. The wictet gate assembly is of a 
welded construction. It consists of an outer cone with flanges 
and gates welded ~J it and a hub with removable casing. 

The draft tube is very important 
specific speed turbines in question. 
passage also plays a very important role. 

especially 
The shape 

in the high 
of the water 

TJ improve hydraulic propei:-ties the draft tube is welded of 
ma11y separate segments. To increase its rigidity the ring st if
feners are welded to it externally. The inspection hatch is pro
vided in the up~ei:- half. The ~owei:- part of the tube is concreted 
after the final alignment of the unit. 

The turbine shaft is a steel forging with a bore to accom
modate the blade conti:-ol rod. At the end of the shaft the cylinder 
of the oil servomotoi:- is foi:-ged. The shaft is flanged to lhe run
ner and 1ter-up geai:- shaft. 

The guide beadng with oil lubrication is inside the wicket 
gate assembly hub. To pi:-event penetration of watei:- a laryrinth 
seal and a spP.d11l sealing with the pip" to divei:-t the leaks are 
used. 

The second beari;ig of the shaft and thi:-ust beadng ai:-e in-· 
sta 1 led in the gear ti:-ansmi ss ion unit. At the end of the shaft, 
where it ~asses through the wall of the draft tube elbow, the sea~ 
h i nsta ll'!d. The seal may be made removable without di 1turbing 
separate pai:-ts of the machine. 

The single stage step-up gear with plain be11i:-ings is inst11lled 
between tui:-bine and gcnei:-ator shaft. The speed of the ~enerator ia 
5CIO min-1 or 750 min· 1. The transmission ratio may be easily 
selected by the ratio r,f speeds of Lhe turbine an~ generator shafts 
and ~y the number of teeth in gears. 
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The minimum turbine speed is 95-140 min-1 for the maxi11um 
sizl' nf the runner. For turbines with minimua diameter the speed 
is 420-750 min-1. 

The low speed shaft of the gear is .ounted below to house oil 
pipes supplying t~e oil under pressure to thl' runner blade servo
motor. The oil head with the indicator of runner blade pitch is 
fixed to the step-up gear. The oil pump to lubricate the gear and 
the oil pump of the governor are installed at the free end of the 
high-speed shaft. 

Th~ low speed shaft can be provided with a segment thrust 
bearing to take up the thrust. The hydraulic unit is provided 
with a standard cost-effective generator with the speed of 
500 min-1 or 750 min-1. The 111aximum runaway speed is higher 
thAn the normal one by 250-290 per cent irrespective of the head. 

An elastic coupling is installed between the generator and 
step-up gear. In synchronous units the required flywheel is 
installed on the generator shaft in combinatior, with the elastic 
coupling. 

5. Vertical-shaft Kaplan turbines 

Voith also offers axial vertical turbines of a conventional 
design for low-head installation. 

ThP. nomogc-aphs for pc-eliminary selection of the main pac-am
eters of hydraulic tuc-bines, depl'nding o~ installation conditions, 
have been worlted t·ut. The following is the reco-ended range of 
r.pplication: 

Hn • 1.5-8 m Q 
n ; 80 500 min-1 

2.5-45 ml sec-1 50-25,000 ltW 

The following two type.; of tuc-bines, distinguished by the 
numbec- of blades, a~e c-ecoaaended: 

(a) Z ) 1.5-5 Ill Q 2.5-40 1113 sec-1 50-1,500 lr.W 

( b) z ,, 3·-8 m Q 3.0--45 1113 sec-1 100- 2,500 kW 

The suction hP.ad in the opec-ation4l area is within the range 
of i ; 5 1 m for tuc-bines with 3 blades and within the range of 
0-6 m for 'urbinPs with 4 blades. 

The same line up of diameters as for the horizontal turbines 
in the range of 1.02-2.92 mis offered for vertical·shafl turbines. 
A spirAl supply passage with a trapezoidal asynaetric form of cross 
ser.t ir.ns is usl'd in the turbine. The configuration and ratio of 
section sizes are close to th~se used in large uuitM. The wrappin6 
angll' of the spiral cue is about no•. The draft tube is chara<: 
terized by the height of h • 2.101 and the length of ~ • 4.8~0 1 . 

The r'.ltat;on axis of the blades is below the plane of lhe 
wicket gate assembly by the value of 0.601. 
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The draft tube, sywametrical in plan, t.as a slight rise of the 
invert of the straight diffuser (0-8) •. The pier is installed 
along the axis of the diffuser. The width of outlet section of the 
draft tube is 3.201 , the height is -1.1401· 

C. Small turbines aanufactured by Voest-Alpine 

Yoest Alpine (Austria) has developed standards for small 
hydrLulic turbines, inrluding the following well known ty~es: 
ax1a. low-head hydraulic turbines; F~ancis turbines for medium 
heads; and Pelton turbines for high heads. 

The application of standard turbines is limited by the fel
lowing range of operating par•meters: 

Hn : 1-1,000 m Q "0.01-75 m3 sec-1 Pt up to 15,000 kW 

Custom made designs incorporating specific structural and cost 
elements are made for axial-flow turb'..nes at more than 5,CJO kW 
capacity and for Francis turbines operating undP.r the head 
Hn > 120 m. 

1. Axial-flow hydraulic turbine; 

ThP. P.itist ing standards provide for application of axial- flow 
hydraulic turbines with horizontal, inclined and vertical shafts 
at lo~ water heads. To cover the range of the head and discharge 
~he standards involve six series of turbines d~stinguished by the 
specific speed at 15 different diameters for every type. The 
standard provides for the avera~e of the whole of the range of 
application at: 

Hn "' 1-30 m Q : 1-60 m3 sec-1 

The standard diameters of runners are characterized by the 
following values: 

01 = 0.56, 0.63, 0.71, 0.80, 0.90, 1.00, 1.12, 1.25, 1.40, 
1.60, 1.80, 2.00, 2.24, 2.50, 3.00 Ill 

where Ko 1.117 

The first series of uilll flow turbines is dP.V<!loped for- the 
range: 

12-2,000 kW 

ThP. se~ond shries: 
Hn . 4 12 m Q - 1.6 15 ml sec l 50-8,000 kW 

The third Shr-ies: 
~n - 8 16 m Q . 1.9 70 ml sec 1 Pt " ZOO 10,000 kW 

The fourth sP.riP.s. 
Kn • 12 22 m Q - 1.9 6C ml 1&c· 1 200 li,000 kW 

T~e fifth series: 
Hn - 16 26 ~ Q •. 8 60 m1 sec·l Pt • l'>O 12,0M lrW 
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The si~tb series: 
H0 = 20-30 a Q = 1.8-55 a3 sec-1 Pt = 250-13,000 kW 

Eacb series of turbines is provided witb the noaographs, which 
allow to select the diameter of the runner and the speed by tbe 
given values Q, Hn and Pt in design conditions. 

The c<>11pany considers that the most efficient turbine for low 
heads is a straight-flow turbine of various configurations. The 
aaia distiguishing feature of these turbines is the approximately 
straig~t flow of the water through the turbine, including the draft 
tube. Tbis offers the possibility of siaplifying the design of the 
powerhouse, reducing both the distance between the units and the 
cost. The straight flow design of the unit gives also an increase 
of the reduced discharge in optimum conditions and an increase in 
efficiency at low discharges. 

Because of the high level of efficiency the possibility of 
economic operation of the turbine is irproved with variation of 
the head and the discharge, result.ing in an increase of power 
output. The c:o111pany states that research and standard i u.t ion of 
the straight-flow bulb turbines make the application of small 
water resources with low heads economically efficient. 

The geometry of the water passage and the runner determines 
turbine charact:erist ics. The optimi 7.at ion of the water passage 
and characteristics has been made on the basis of model studies. 

Depending on the specific: speed ot the turbine the runner is 
provided with 3-7 blades. The reduction of their number leads to 
lower discharges and speeds. 

The optimum matching of turbine features and local conditions 
i1 reached by combinations of gate and blade positions. 

Under steady-state operatin5 conditions the turbine with fixed 
blades and gates is recommended. The ToQllan turbine with adjust
able blades and fixed gates at partial loads has the most favour
able flat curve charar.terist ics with higher efficiency than that 
of propeller turbines with fixed blades and adjustable gates (see 
figure 24). For expple, the reduct'on of the efficiency by four 
(>er cent in the f i est case wi 11 take place at Q1 , /Q0 pt "' 0. 5 
and in the second case at o, 0.9 when operating at partial loads. 
The t:Jrbina with fixed blades of the runner has a tendency to 
vibration and noi~e. The final decision on the mode of control is 
tak.en on tht. basis of operating and economic: conditions. 

The following distinguishing feature:> have been reali:z.ed in 
turbine designs: 

(a) Stainless steel is used foe the main components; 

(b) There is minimum machining of welded elements; 

(c) There is free access and interr.hangeability of bearing 
pal"t•. 

The design of main components ( includinr. the gate and blade 
operating mechanism) is unif'ed to improve the economic efficiency 
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of manufacture. Such components _, be used for various applied 
series of turbines. 

Water conveying features of the water passage, including the 
inner and outer cones of the wicket gate asseablJ, are welded. 
UsuallJ the gates are either cast of stainless steel or welded. 
Depending on he head, the gat.P.s are provided with one or two 
stems, but in a;.· .:ase th>? stems do not require special s~rvicing. 

The hub cf the runne~ is usuallJ made of steel castings. The 
~lades are made of either ::hromium nickel steel or bronze. The 
operating ring is welded of sheet stainless steel. The craft tube 
is also welded. 

The tu~bine shaft is forged with stainless steel surfacing in 
the area of the sealing and the bearing. The turbine bearing is 
rubber ~ith water lubrication to avoid penetration of the oil into 
t~e water. The main guide bearing at the end of the shaft is pro
vided with oil l~I ·ication. 

For varying local conditions the developed standard allows 
use of the foll">wing alternative ar.·angements of axial- flow tur
bines: horizontal; inclined; vertical; with an open headrace; and 
w~th water supply syphon. The speed of low-head turbines is 
usually low, and therefore the stanC.ard turbines are provided with 
the step-up gear to increase the speed of the generator and to 
reduce its cost. 

Free access to and low co·;t of structural elements are 
achieved through installation of the turbine and generator above 
the water lev~l in the tailrace. 

Three design alternatives of hori~ontal bulb turbines are 
manufactured. These are: 

(a} !'' -11i~hl-flow turb!nes with a straight draft tube and a 
high-speed & nchronous generator, which ~s connected to the tur
~ine shaft through the &n[le step-up gear; 

(b) Straight-flow turbines with S shaped draft lubes and the 
generator, brought out together with the step-up gear to a separate 
rotJm; 

(c) Straight·f~nw turbines with a double water supply line. 

The diameter of the ru·.,1er does not exceed 3 m. The economic 
efficiency of the first ~,pe i~ defined by the range: 

Hn = 1.S-6 m Pt • S0-1,00C kW 

The second type of turbines is used at Hn up to 10 m and 
Pt up to S,000 kW. 

For heads Hn in the range 10 30 m, in most cues vertical 
or inr.lined units are used, in which cases the water is conveyed 
by means of a bend at an anglf' of 90-120°. The water outlet. i1 
realized by the bent draft tube. The turbine shaft. in this cue 
is brought out to the conveying bend. 
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Vertical turbines are also used in combination with the 
conveying line in the fonn of an open flume or a concrete spiral 
case of T-type section. Alternative design generators are avail
able. In the latter case the step up gear with horizontal output 
shaft is used. 

The distinguishing featu-e of all the alternative designs is 
the staoility of the water passage in the area of the wicket gate 
assembly and the runner- In all ca~es the wicket gate assembly is 
conical. 

The straight-flow turbine with a double supply line is pre
ferable for low and medium capacities, for which free access for 
serv1c1ng is provided. The water flow in these turbines is 
divided into two portions between the inlet section of the supply 
line and inlet section of the wicket gate asse111bly. The two 
water-conveying pipes may be placed in either a horizontal or a 
vertical plane. The turbine shaft is brought out tc the free 
space between the conveying pipes. The step- up gear transfers 
energy to the shaft of the vertical or horizontal generator. The 
units of this type are manufactu~ed with either horizon~al or 
vertical turbine shafts. 

The most economical unit for turbines with diameters of more 
than 3 m and with a head of up to 20 m is the bulb-type unit. 

2. Francis turbines 

The ma\n type of turbines for medium heads is the Francis 
turbine, which finds a wide range of applications for various 
conditions. The line -up of turbine standard sizes covers the 
following range of characteristics: 

Hn = U- 120 111 Pt= 250-15,000 kW Q = 2-30 m3 sec-1 

For this purpose eight series of water passages of hydraulic 
units with various specific speeds hav~ been developed and eleven 
standard diameters of runners are used. 

For installations at Hn more than 120 m and up to 300 m the 
hydraulic units may be manufactured by the custom made design. 

The standard involves the following dlam•ters: 

o1 = 0.56, 0.63, 0.71, 0.80, 0.90, 1.00, 1.12, 1.14, 1.60, 
1.80 m 

Tablt> shows the ranges of application of each of eight 
series of turbines with n1 = 120-450. 

A great quantity of various basic models and dim•rnsions of 
turbine, allows to ensure operation over the whole range of appli 
cation w'~h high efficiency. 

For each type of turbines the range of application has been 
determined and the nomograph constructed tor selertion of size~ of 
the runner and the speed. Usually the trend is to :n1tall the tur 
bine above the water level in the tailrace. Here cavitation model 
characteristics must be taken into account. 
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Table 7. Ranges ~f application of turbine series 

Turbine Hn Q Pt 
series (m) (m3 sec-1 > (k.W) 

1 15-30 2-27 250-8 000 
2 25-40 2.5-30 500-10 000 
3 30-50 2.5-30 600-12 000 
4 40-60 2.5-30 800-·15 000 
5 50-70 2.2-25 1 OC.0-15 000 
6 60-80 2.0-22 1 200-15 000 
7 75-100 2.0-20 1 400-15 000 
8 80-120 7.0-18 1 500-15 000 

The company has developed some basic typical standardized 
designs of turbines. ln thi~ case the dimensions may vary with the 
requirements. 

The spiral case is welded of sheet steel together ~ith the 
support stay ring. In its turn the stay ring is welded of two flat 
steel rings with vanes between them. The stay ring is available in 
all types and designs of turbines. The turbine I ad-cover is made 
also of sheet steel and is either integral with the stay ring or 
bolted lo it. The lower cover is welded and made separately. In 
both covers the bushings of wick.et gate bearings are arranged. 

The wicket gate assemhly is usually mode cast or forged from 
stainless materials. The bearings of gates and couplings of levers 
and links require no servicing. 

The runner is made cast or welded of chro111ium nickel steel. 
The turbine shaft is forged. 

The shaft sealing i11 similar to those of 1ealings of axial
flow turbines. The draft tube is welded of separate seg~ents. 

The Reifenstein turbines with horizontal or vertical shaft.s 
are reconwnended for very small capacities Pt= 10-200 kW and 
heads Hn = 5-40 m. For heads Kn 10-40 m and capacity 
Pt = 120-S,OOO kW at the positive suction head open-flume tur
bines are used. 

Spiral packaged turbines wi~h compact arrangement are used at 
Kn up to 80 m and Pt up to 500 kW. Here the generator of thl 
vertical turbine is installed on the spiral cue, with the shaft 
slignment reduced to the maximum. The generator bearings sre 
reinforced, with the flywheel placed betw1u1n the gtnerator and 
turbine head cover. 

Spiral turbines of conventional arrangement ar. made with 
vertical and horizontal shafts. The advantage of horizontal 
installations is the low cost of constructior. elements, 11imple 
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naintenance and assemblJ of turbines and r, .. nerators and the pos
sibili tJ to use the standard generators in combination with the 
step-up gear. 

l. Pelton turbines 

Voest-Alpine has developed Pelton turbines for further appli
cations. the turbine is used for high heads and low water dis
charges. It is used for low he~ds onlJ under specific conditions, 
for example, when considerable erosion is expected for water with 
sand suspensions, or when there is an increased danger of the 
hydraulic ha'.lllller effect. 

Pelton turbines are simple, economical and efficient over a 
wide range of operation. 

the standards reco11111ended for the use of Pelto.1 turbines are: 

Hn 80-1,000 m Pt 250-1'>, 000 kW Q O.l-5 ml sec-1 and 

20-80 m 10-150 kW Q 0.02-0.2 ml sec-1 

the geometry of hydraulic elements of the runner has been 
developed experimentallJ. the high quality of the runner and all 
water-conveying structrres is required to obtain high efficiency. 

Pelton turbines are relatively simple in design. In modern 
turbines the runner is made cast of high-alloy chromium nickel 
steel and the buck-?ts are cas~ together with rim and hub. The 
conveying elements, including the penstoclr., are welded of sheet 
steel. The water discharge is controlled by the nozzle (single 
control> and by the nozzle and the deflector (double control). 
The no7.zle needle is driven by the servomotor. 

the turbine has one or two nozzles an~ a horizontal shaft, 
but it may be made with vertical shaft as well. 

Mass-produced generators are used for small capacities. 
There are two alternatives for large capacities: mass-produced 
generators with elastic coupling between the turbine and the 
generator (four-supports design) or the generator of specific 
design with overhang arrangement of the runner and the flywheel 
(two-supports design). 

0. Small turbines manufactured by Kessler 

Kessler specializes in manufacturing turbines of 10-5,000 lr.W 
capacity for hydroelectric stations, operating at heads of 2-500 111. 

Typical designs are available for turbines of up to 1,500 lr.W 
cap a<: ity and for some types only up to l, 000 lr.W. More po~·erful 
custom-made turbines are also produced. 

The nomenr.latur• of the equipment offered is rather extensive. 

The bulb straight-flow turbines are used at Hn ~ 1-4.5 m. 
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The design of these turbines is conventional, with a bulb at 
the inlet, a conical wicket gate assembly and an axial runner. The 
bulb is provided with a step-up gear with an output shaft normal to 
the turbine axis. This shaft is linked to the vertical-shaft high
speed generator. 

The follo•-ing line--up e>f runner diameters is adopted: 

Di= 1.06, 1.12, 1.18, 1.25, 1.32, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 m 

(preferred diameters are 1.06, 1.18, 1.32 and 1.5). 

The speed is n 
from 50 to 300 kW. 

150-333 min-1, and the caoacity ranges 

The company manufactures straight-flow bulb turbines :.rith an 
S-shaped draft tube. The bulb is arranged upstream of the conical 
wicket gate assembly. The specific speed runner of the axial type 
is installed in the turbine. This arrangement makes it possible to 
br-ing out the horizontal shaft of the turbine to the isolated dry 
s~ace. The shaft of the turbine is linked with the input shaft of 
the step-up gear. The outlet of the stef-Up gear is linked with 
the generator shaft. The transmission ratio of the gear is chosen 
by the conditions of application of the high-speed generator. 
Designs with direct connection of turbine and generator shafts are 
available. The flywheel is on the generator shaft, and the turbine 
shaft is provided with two supports, one of them being in the bulb. 
The second bearing is brought out from the 10ater- passage and is 
er-ranged at the draft tube bend together- with the sealing. 

The design pr-ovides for var-ious alter-natives of tur-bine 
contr-ol: double contr-ol with adjustable blades of the runner- and 
wicket gates and contr-ol by the wicket gate assembly only. 

The main design of the unit incorpor-ates the hor-izonlal shaft. 
At the same time, Kessler can supply the equipment with inclined 
ar-r-angement of the axis of the str-aight-flow tur-bine with S shaped 
dr-aft tube as well as bulb tur-bines with vertical axis and cur-ved 
dr-aft tube. 

The following line up of r-unner- diameter-s is assumed for- hulb 
hor-izontal-shaft hydr-aulic tur-bines with S shaped dr-aft tube: 

D1 = 0.5, 0.6, 0.72, 0.85, 1.0, 1.15, 1.3, 1.45 and 1.6 m. 

The speed of the tur-bine shaft: 

n ~ !Sn, 600, 500, 428, 175, 131, 100, 250 and 200 min 

Capacity r-sngP Pt ~ 25 1,200 kW 

at Q ~ I.'• 1 S m1 sec 1 end Hn ' 7 12 m. 

The £«,if,_.ni;t,.in turbine i~ offer-P.d for medium hP-ati~. It. is 
very simple in ~r~iin. Th" turbine shaft is vertical with a dirP.rt 
lin~.ing to tt11· r, .. n .. r.itr,r iw:t'11l"rl rlirr-rUy on thl'! spiral r~qp 
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Reifenstein turbines with horizontal shafts snd straight con
nection with the direct generator are also manufactured. the 
simple design results in the low cost. 

the following line-up of runner diameters is adopted for 
vertical turbines: 

D1 = 0.225, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55 and 0.60 m 

The turbine shaft speed n = 1,500, 1,000, 750, 600, 500, 428, 
333 and JOO min-1. 

Capacity range Pt = 5-200 kW at water discharge 
Q = 0.08-l.5 m3 sec-1 and h~ad Rn= 5-40 m. 

The straight-flow tuC'bines are also used foC' medium heads. 
These tuC'bines are charactP.t"ized by a simple and unique design. 
With regaC'd to conveying featuC'eS the turbine resembles the 
stC'aight- flow axial turbine. the wateC' supply to the turhine is 
effected thC'ough the pipe which further passes into the case. 

The turbine shaft is horizontal, linked with the generator 
shaft by the step-up gear. It makes possible the use of high
speed generators. 

The draft tube has the bend at the inlet and is straight 
further downstream. The straight diffuser of the draft tube 
inclines at 20• to the v .. rtical axis, which impC'oves the general 
arrangement of the unit. 

For redui:tion of temporary non-uniform Mtation of the shaft 
at variations of load the heavy flywheel is installed for tuC'bines 
of capacity up to 150 kW. The turbine has an adjustable wicket 
gate assembly driven by the hydC'aulic servomotoC'. 

For turbines of such design the following line-up of diameters 
is adopted: 

01 0.5, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.8S, 0.9, 0.95, 
1.0, 1.15 and 1.3 m 

The speeds of tuC'bine shaft: 

n = 650, 600, 500, 450, 400, 150, 300, 250, 200 and 150 
min-1 

Capacit1 range: Pt = 50-2,000 kW at watP.r discharge 
Q : 0.8 10 ml sec· 1 and head Hn ~ 8-30 m 

The design of spiral tuC'bines is distinguished by compactness. 
ThP. sh11ft of the unit ~s vertical. ThP. flange-type generator is 
installPd directly on the flange of the spiral case. 

The shaft is common to the generator and the turbinr The 
gener11tor is of a specific design with flywherl and re ... forcP.d 
supports. The design provides for use of low-voltage genP.ratoC's 
of a specific design. ThP. flywheP.l may also bP. cuppliP.d togP.ther 
with conventional high· voltage genP.rators. 
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The low cost of the unit is the result of a double support 
arrangement and absence of an intermediate gear. 

The turbines of this design are characterized by 

Pt = 50-500 kW at Q = 0.145-1.3 m3 sec-I 

E. Banki-ftitchell turbines manufactured by Ossberger 

The Ossberger company (Federal Republic .5f Germany) manufac
tures small hydraulic turbines of quite simple design known as 
Banki-ftitchell or divided-type turbines. This turbine was first 
proposed and studied by a Hungarian, D. Banki, and an Australian, 
Mitchell. Its design has bee~ modified by F. Ossberger. 

The Banki-Kitchell divided-type turbines, because of their 
design and hydraulic features, are not effective for hydrailic 
stations with units of medium and large capacities. Application 
of these turbines, in the manufacture of which Ossberger spe
cializes, is therefore limited by small capacities. 

Despite the comparatively low level of maximum efficiency, 
these turbines possess certain advantages. 

1. Range of application 

The Banlti-Kitchell (divided-type) turbine is related to the 
system of impulse turbines. Dul"ing operation the turbine runner 
is partially submerged. From the conveying structures the water 
enters the runner and, flowing from the periphery to the centre, 
gives up some 70-80 per cent of energy. 

The blades are shaped so that when the water leaves the 
blades the flow still possesses a considerable amount of kinetic 
energy. Flowing inside the runner the water again strikes the 
blade from inside and in a centrifugal flow gives up the remaining 
20-30 per cent of energy. Thus the water jet goes through the 
runner twice. 

Since the Banlti-ftitchell turbine is an impulse one it may be 
used within a wide range of heads. 

Ossberger has developed the nom~nclature of such turbines to 
be used at: 

Kn : 1-200 m Q = 0.02-9 m3 sec l 
n = 50-2,000 min-1 

Pt 5-1,000 k.W 

Comparison with the nomenclature of standard turbines made by 
Voi th shows that the range Q- Kn, covers the range reconnended by 
Voith for impulse Pelton turbines, as well as for open- flume and 
spiral Francis turbines and axial-flow vertical· shaft and 
horizontal-shaft turbines. 

The nomenclature includes the following line up of runner 
diameters: 

01 • 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.25 m 

• 
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Thus the eight standard turbine sizes offer~d bJ Oss!>erger 
cover a rather ~ide range of application Q-Hn-

2. Design features 

The turbine shaft is horizontal, the water being conveJed bJ 
either horizontal or vertical supplJ pipe. 

the runner, which is provideC1 with two disks bet.ween which 
the blades are welded cir~uaferentiallJ and spaced evenly, is 
divided into three equal parts throughout. its width by .eans of 
intermediate disks. It thus consists of three isolated sect.ions 
similar in inner ~onfigurat.ion. 

the blades of the runner, -de of sheet st.eel of constant. 
thickness, are of a CJlindrical configuration with a single-valued 
curvature. Depending on the size, the runner -J have up to 
t.hirtJ blades. 

The runner is not subjected to axial thrust during operation 
because of the cJlindrical configuration of the blades. The runner 
is all-welded and balanced aft.er finishing. 

The water is conveJed to the runner through the adjust.able 
nozzle of a rectangular section. the vane inat.alled in the rectan
gular nozzle changes the flow area f'!"oa -xi•ua to zero when i.t. 
turns. The vane pivot is selected to reduce the hydraulic moment 
with respect to the axis. 

The opening of the water-conveJing line is divided into two 
sections in width bJ a special partition accordint to the ratio 
1:2. The guide vane in each section aaJ turn independentlJ. 

The flow area ma1 therefore be full or Jpen bJ 2/3 or bJ 113, 
and the runner maJ take full discharge I';· tw!'.\ thirds or one third 
of it. Dur-ing partial discharge onlJ the required part of the 
whole width of the runner- opar-ate1. Thu' a step-like variation of 
water- dischar-ge is achieved. 

the guide vanes 111a1 be used for a full blocking of wat.er
supply an 1 tur-bi ne, shut off at heads up to SO •· At greater
heads the installation of a st.op valve between the penstock and 
tur-bine i~ r-equir-ed. 

Both guide vanes may turn independently by mearis of control 
levers con nee tf'd with the 1y1te111 of auta11at le or •anual control. 
The main tur-bine bear-ing1 ar-e fitted with standard self-adjustable 
r-oller- beKrings. These bearings are advantageous if the water or 
condensat.P do not penetrate ins Ide them. At th'! sa11e ti11e, the 
rotor is aligned in relation to the turbine cuing. the sealing• 
of beadngs require no servicing. The lubrication •aterial 11 
changPd in bearings once a fear. 

Although thP Benki Mitchell turbine 11 an i111pulse turbine at 
meriium 11nd low he1ris (H0 < JS 111), the draft tube is installed 
for mor-e efficient utilizaton of the head. It la considered 
necessary to have the possibility of cont.rolling the p:-euur• in 
the draft tube e1pecl1lly in turbine• with a wide rang• of control. 
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The simple air valve, controlling the vacuum in the turbine casing, 
helps to achieve this in such a way that a small head of l m only 
•ay be used with opt imu• efficiency. The draft tube, made com
pletely of steel and with a bend, reduces the cost of const~uction 
for low-head installations in particular. 

The above-mentioned design features help t3 maintain the 
efficiency of Banlti-Mitchell turbines at a high level in a wide 
range of discharge variations. The ma1timum efficiency of up to 
84-88 per cent is observed in medium and large units, which is 
lower than in moderr specific-speed turbines. 

However, a high efficiency of not less thr.n 80 per cent is 
guaranteed throughout the range of control from 1/6 to 1 of the 
mu:imum discharge. The turbine has a very flat characterist ic:s 
curve. It gives a considerable advantage for installations where 
the river flow decreases substantially during a number of months. 

The Banlti-Mitchell turbines of Ossberger are suppl ieJ 
together with .ill necessary accessories. If the turbin .. is used 
to drive synchronous or as~nchronous generators a step-up ge•r is 
applied. In units with synchronous generators the flywh"el is 
installed to reduce tem?Orary non-uniformity. The gov.,rnor is 
belt-driven. In low-capacity installations all sup(>lying equip 
ment is installed or1 a single fra'".e and supplied as a complete set. 

Banlti-Mitchell turbines may be directly connected with other 
units and are used to drive high-head centrifugal pumps. 

In conclusion, the advantages of such turbines rn.ty t,., s11m1r.ed 
up as follows: 

(al A simple design and manufacturing procedure resulting in 
relatively low cost; 

(b) High eff :ciencies (more than 80 per cent> in a wid,; ra1.g .. 
of discharges (0.lb7-l); 

(c) Complete automation and 'imple servicing; 

(d) Guaranteed period of reliable operation of JO 40 ycdrs 

All these advantages make such turbines competitive with 
other modern turbines. 

Bell (Switzerland) is specialized in tt ... desir.n ind manu 
fac:ture of hydraulic turb1n"s for small hydropower plants In 
response to the new interest in small hydrauli~ t•.1rhinP:;, it i. .. ;; 
developed a standard line up covering the operating rang~ 

Hn ~ '1 800 m Q " 0.06 86 ml sec-1 

with th,. uial flow t.urhines 
Hn • '1 '1S m and q • S 86 m) sec 1 

Pt • 100 l,000 kW 
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Francis turbines at Kn = 6-150 • and Q 0.3-6 a3 s~c-1 

Pelton turbines at Kn = 50-800 • and Q 0.06-0.8 a3 sec-l 

The following concerns were taken into account in developing 
the nomenclature: 

(a) Optimum utilization of recent advances in scientific 
research and design; 

(bl Supply of coaplete electroaechanical equipment ready for 
operation; 

\ c J Application of s iaple hydraulic solutions for standard 
basic designs to reduce costs and speed up supply; 

(al Guaranteed service by branches of the co•pany throu~hout 
the world. 

The unit cost pe~ kilowatt of hydraulic turbines with a 
capacity of le:;s than 100 kW is relatively high. Turbines with 
capacities higher than 2,000 kW are manufactured according to 
custom made designs. 

1- Range of application of azial turbines 

Standardized asial hydraulic turbines £re used at 

Kn = 2 15 m Q = 2-38 •3 sec-1 Pt = 100-2,000 kW 

The nomograph developed by Bell for preli•inary selection of 
asial hydr«ulic turbines is co•piled for a wider range 

Q = 4.8-86 •3 sec-1 Pt = 100-10,000 kW 

that is, the turbines supplied according to custr.m-made designs are 
also incl udeci. 

The fnlloiiin5 normalized line up of diameters of runners is 
proposed: 

o1 o !.O, 1.2, 1.4, 1.65, 1.9, 2.2, l.5, 2.8, 3.2 and 3.6 • 

At heads up to 4.8 111 'he reco .... ended range of design conditions is 
within the limits: 

With th, t:'"•Jwt.h of the head the design c<>nditions move to the lower 
range of discharg•s under cavitation conditions. 

For 
litnits H1 

stand11rdi;r;ed 
2 to •2 111. 

turbines the suet ion heed is within l"e 

fl•lr P.Utnple, at Hn ~ 2~ 111 the range of design conditions 
with re~per.t to disr.harge at variation of H1 wlthi11 tha given 
lir.iits is 

QI 0.8 1 Ill) IP.C 1 



From this it may be 
pas:5ages were utilized in 
the range of application. 
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inferred that several types of water 
the axial hydraulic turbines to cover 

2. Design features 

Bell uses only axial-flow horizontal shaft turbines with an 
S-shaped draft-tube for low heads. As for the general arrangement 
of units, these horizontal- shaft turbines do not differ from the 
si•ilar designs of other companies. The main basic design involves 
the adjustable wicket gate asse~bly and blades. This is the double 
control which ensures the optimum utilization of water resources. 

In case of simplified operating conditions and regulated water 
discharge the propP.ller turbines with fixed blades of thP. runner 
and the adjustable wictet gate assembly or the turbines with the 
fixed wicket gate assembly and adjustable blades of the runner are 
used, thus simplifying the turbine and the governor. The easiest 
alterna•ive is the turb'.ne with fixed gates and blades. Its appli
cation is possible at constant water discharges and loading. But 
the start up of such a turbine requires a c~rtain c~·•·; .-ollal.>le 
device at the inlet. 

The space of the turbine between the inlet llf the bulb and 
inlet of the S- shaped draft tube is made of metal and is not 
concreted. The design facilitates construction and repair. 

The turbin, bearing of the shaft is in the bulb. Here the 
oi 1 head is also installed to feed the oi 1 to the runner servo
motor. The single turbine bearing takes up the axial thrust, with 
the turbine shaft rigidly connected to the shaft of the step- up 
gear. Therefore the gear supports act as a s~c?nd turbine bearing. 

The S shaped draft lube has a straight diffuser 1o1ith an in
clined axis at the outlet. Alternative acrangements of the tur
bine, involving the whole of the draft tube in the hnrizontal 
plane, are possible. 

The wicket gate l\Ssemhly is conical, with the gate supports 
in the bulb and in the outP.r shell. The governing system includes 
the levers in gates, links and a shifting ring driven by the sP.rvo 

motor. 

All horizont~l turbines are provided with a one stage step up 
gear and a high speed generator. The flywheel ii; mounted in the 
generator shaft. 

Comparison of various governing systems shows that a der.rease 
in efficiP.ncy by 10 per cent takes place in t.he following turbine 
types: propeller type at 0.8'>Qmax; with fixed gates at 0 3~Q111 a 1 ; 

and with dual control at 0.2Qmai· 

Thf! number 0f t>lades in thf! runner, dcpf!niting on spo>cific 
speed, varie& from 3 to'). The number of gatP.S in the wicket gate 
usembly is Iii. TurbinP.s with ti1P.ri wicket gat.e usP.mbly require 

the additional stnp device. 
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o.,p.;ndint, on the value of the head, two types .,f installation 
of horizontal turbines are ~ecoanended. At low heads the open head
rac.e 2. 40 1 wide is applied. The powerhouse is intesrated with the 
dam. At high ._.eads the penstoclr. of 1.401 diameter is used. Here 
the E>owerhouse is separated from the dam. The width of the tailrace 
is 201 ; the width of the powerhouse with one unit is 3.601; and 
the length of the powerhouse along the a~is of the unit is 801. 

Ap<irt t rom th,; given .;rrangement the ~orapany <Jf f£rs other pos
sible alternati~es: 

I•) A h..irizontal sh.;ft .rnd a dr.;ft tube, •ith a vertical dif
fuser at the outlet; 

(bl An inclined shaft uf the unit with the generator installed 
abov" the turbine • .nd the bottom of tt.e headra.-e anti the tanrace 
acproiimat.,ly at the same level; 

\.:) v.,i:ti.:.;l u .. it with an opt:<• tl11me, 4 talb and conical wicket 
•;ate liSS•·mbly and a bent draft tut.e with t.he generator installed 
either al>ove the "(•Stream wat"r le;rel or ir, the pit under the bend 
of the de-aft tut., 

Th" small hydr.l!Jlic t11rbines ~"l't>li·,,1 bj Hell are provided with 
aut.,m~ti~ control, including the following featu~es: an electric 
syst,.m of Lhe automatic rt art up; hand .:ont ::-ol; remote control of 
automatic operation; ~nd local Jr remote contcol of the governor. 

Th..- t .. i 1 ..... i ng d~'\li•:tS ensure reliahli> operation: 

(a) Dtv i~.-s t: • gg"r i ni; the •: lns i ng of the gates at any tiine 
ur.d"r th .. action of the sped al weight suspended to the shifting 
rint,; 

1td A m"ch-tnic.il u•nt.rifu6al pt!nd•il11m wt.ich eliminates the 
possibility .,f s1-:ed riso:; 

(c) Autom4tic devices E>reventing any and•'>irahle operating 
~·onditions 

In .i1!.l:ti .. r. t., the hydr.iu~ic turhine, ttw 1;.1v,•rnor i1 also 
SllfJI,\ ie•I 

The -.1 ... :truuic >peed gov.,rnor is a E>·irt •»f the 
;;yst.-m, .,;iJ~rh maint • .ins th;; a.r.. frequency, producrrl by 
fnr "" isnl~t ... ! !inf' :>r the pnwei: £rid 

governing 
generator 

Tt.e .,1.•.:tr.rni.: ~p.,eli (,011ernnr in1·l1101"s lt1t• hy<lr1111lil'. artuator 
(It,.- mBin di:;t.rit>ut.ing v11.l11•!, the main St>r"nmrit .. c -H•rl the oil supply 
,;y~t ·:m) 
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G. Small turbines aanufactured by Sanden 

Sanden is a leading Norwegian enterprise specializing in the 
design and manufacture of turbines for saall bJdroelectric power
statii;ns. 

The range of standard hJdraulic turbines of the companf 
covers: 

Hn = 3-1,000 • Q = 0.05-30 •3 sec-1 Pt = 100-10,000 kW 

The r.ange of high heads is covered bJ Pelton turbines of 
standard design, adjusted to local conditions. The s1111e is true 
of Francis turbines with a capacitJ eKceeding 1,000 tW. For 
capacities loop to 1,000 k.W there are standard turbines with the 
predeveloped design. 

AKial turbines are recoaaei.ded for the range: 

Hn = 3-18 m Q = 3-27 m3 sec-1 Pt = 200-2,800 tW 

Francis turbines are used at: 

Hn = 4-400 m Q = 0.4-25 m3 sec-1 lOCl-10,000 kW 

Pelton turbines cover the range: 

Hn = 80-1,000 m Q = 0.05-2 m3 sec-1 Pt = 100-10,000 kW 

1. Spiral Francis tur~ines 

The spiral turbines are manufactured to the basic design. To 
ensure high efficiencJ over a wide ra,ge of heads and discharge 
Sanden uses twelve series of runners. The water passages of one 
series are approximately geometrir.•lly similar. The main products 
are standardized, but some modifications of sizes depending on the 
head and discharge are possible. 

T•hl~ 8 shows the ranges of application of turbines of various 
series. The following is the normal line-up of di&111eters: 

Oz • 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45 0.5, J.6, 0.7, O.S, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 m 

The diameter t 2 was adopted as thP typical diaen11ion of the 
turbinP 4t the outlet of the runner. 

The des1gn 'perating conditions of the turbine are ensured at 
the suctinn head Hs • -2 to +2.5 m at thP upper boundary in res
pect to the head and a, a 6. 5 to 7. 5 m at the lower boundary in 
respect to the head. 

The effidency of turbines at Oz A 1 m has been measured as 
tollowc: type <: (91. 7 per cent); type H (92.3 per cent); and type 
N (92 per cent). 

The turbines of the spiral type are made with horizontal and 
vertical shafts. 
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Table 8. Ranges of application of turbine series 

Hn Q 

Turbine series <•> (•3 sec-1) Rs 

B 110-400 0.5-2.8 75 
c 100-350 0.5-3.2 80 
E 85-300 0.5-4.0 100 
F 70-250 0.5-5.5 12v 
G 60-230 0.5-6.'i 130 
ff 50-200 0. 7-9.0 140 
J 45-170 0.8-10.0 170 
[ 35-130 0.9-15 200 

" 25-95 1.2-18 250 
N 18-65 1.6-23 370 
0 14-55 2.5-26 400 
p 8-40 2.5-33 475 

The turbine parts at the inlet and outlP.t m .. y be changed 
an~ their design adapted for specific conditions of ~he particular 
instc.llation. 

In the standard turbines with horizontal shafts the runner 
is overhung on the generator shaft. In vertical installations the 
turbine has it$ shaft and bearing. 

In low-speed and low-capacity turbines of less than 5,000 
kW a step-up gear between the turbin,,. and generator is al lowed. 
At very low heads the vertical turbine:1 with an open flu111e are 
used to reduce costs. 

Other design and m4nufactudng featiJres should be noted. 
The spiral case in sheet steP.l is welded to the stay t"ing. The 
gates of the adjustable wicket gate assembly are welded of 
stainless steel. The levers and links are of conventional rolled 
steel. Tht> 
bearings of gates are self-lubricated. 

The turbine covers are made of sheet steel. Stainless 
steel is ~elded in the places of labyrinth seals. 

In turbines with fixed wicket gate asst'mbly the welded 
gates are supplements to the stay vanes. 

The runner is • welded construction. The hlad,,.s sre 
stampt>d of plate steel. The material of the runner is stainless 
or low- alloy carbon sh.el. The smallest runners may be cast of 
nickel aluminium bronze. 

The runner is fitted to the shaft hydraulically to sllow £ 

timple assembling and dismantling of the given conne.:tion. This 
method eliminates th~ use of the key or some other devic,,. loosen 
Ing the shaft and entail;ng metal fatigue. 
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The r-u!lner- has r-e1110vable rings of a slit seal on the drive 
and the driven disk.s. The case of the shaft seal is welded. 
Within the limits of th€ seal the shaft is plated with white metal. 
The seal, fr-om which there r-uns a drainage pipe, requir-es no ser-v
icing. 

The air is supplied behind the runner through the seal case 
and holes in the r-unner hub. The draft tube consists of an outlet 
bend and a conical diffuser. To prevent cavitation failur"e the 
stainless steel is used at the inlet of the bend. 

The turbine installations, which always oper"ate in a big 
low-voltage system, and which are not designed for" fr"equency 
contr"ol, •ay be fitted with the contr"ol system. These contr"ol 
devices are designed for hand and automatic control Or' r"emote 
control of the sh.rt-up, loadini and shut-down of the tu~·bine. 

The automatic control is not designed for syeed control when 
the unit operates for an isolated line, but it ensures adequate 
connections with output loads and with the water-level regulator. 

T~e installations, which operate to an isolated line, require 
the application of the speed governor, which is designed for- auto
aatic speed tontrol, depending on the output developed by the 
generator. Depending on the turbine type and its dimensi.:Jns, the 
governor may be either hydromechanical or electrohydraulic. 

In order to determine whether the characteristics of the in
stallation will be stable in the isolated line, the rP.leval't data 
and sizes of the penstock. rr the headrace are required. 

The turbine shut-off valve is usually installed just in front 
of the turbine. The throttle valves ar"e used for heads up to 
160 m. Closing valves are effective with the a11xiliary, compen
sating weight or when self-closir.g. The opening is effected by a 
servomotor. 

The spher'ical gates are used at hearls exceeding 160 m. The 
opening and closing are effected by the water control system or 
the oil pr'essure plent. At low heads in hydroelectric plants with 
short penstock.s, the shut-off valve in front of the lur"binP. may be 
omitted. 

2. Frenci!. turbines i~ !!!~ 

This type of turbine hes no definite designation. It differs 
substentielly :rom the spiral hydr"aulic turbines mainly through 
its wet•r conveying features. Kight sle~dard siie5 were de~eloped 
for such turbines. 

Table 9 shows the mein opP.rating rarameters. 

All the dimensions of these noi:-malizP.d turbine~ dl"t' d·it..,r 
mined. Probably only S runners of verious speeifir. speeds: WP.re 
uud. Th,. normel suction head shown in thP. teble is >tlloweblf' at 
the nominal heed ind thP minimum v11lu•! H8 at thr. 11111ximum hr.ad. 
thP. m11imum efficiency of the givf'n turbine:; i~ within the range 
of 8~ 90 per cent, whir.h is consi<1P'"•hly h~s than in t11rbinPS of 
the 1pir1l type. 
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Table 9. Rain operating parameters of turbine series 

Turbine Hn Q Hs 
series (m) (m3 sec-1) (m) n5 

I 8-25 2.2-4.5 1.4-6.5 380 
II 8.2-34 1.4-3 .6 4.0-6.5 280 

III 8.5-40 1.2-3.0 2.8-6.5 280 
IV 10-55 0.9-2.5 3.6-6.5 225 
v 13-55 o. 7-1.8 2.3-6.5 235 

VI 16-82 0. 55-1. 55 4.5-6.5 155 
VII 22-105 0.4-1.2 2.8-6.5 155 

V~II 28-110 0.31-0.8 3.9-6.5 120 

Water is conveyed to the turbine through the t~be, which is 
connected to the cylindrical drum. The al[is of the drum coincides 
with the axis of the turbine and the water conveyance is normal to 
the axis. The cylin1ri~al drum is welded of ordinary carbon steel 
and provided with a convex bottom. The hatch and the drain valve 
are also provided. 

The adjustable wicket gate assembly is provided with cast 
gates. The lo!vers and links are made of carbon steel. The gate 
bearings are self-lubricated. The turbine covers are ~ade of car
bon steel. The lining of stainless ste.:?l is welded to the covel." 
in the area of the runner seals. The seal at the outer disk of the 
runner is removable. 

The runner is welded and the blades are stamped of plate 
steel. The material of the runner is stainless steel or plain 
carbon steel. Small runners are cast of bronze. 

The runner is pressed into the shaft and has replaceable 
sealing rings. 

The bol[ of the shaft sealing is welded. 
sealing the shaft is plated with white metal. 
the sealing are designed to be drained. The 
the runner through the box of t~e sealing and 
the runner hub. 

In the area of the 
The leakages from 

air is supplied to 
special passages in 

ln the installations, which always operate for power grids and 
which do not require the application of frequency regulators, th~ 

ordinary system of turbine control, including manual, automatic and 
remote control of the start-up, loading and shut-down is used. 

The hydroelectric stations, cperating for an isolated line 
periodically or constantly, require the installation of speed 
governors. The governor i1 de>1gned for automatic control of 
•peed, depending on the generator loading. In this case hydro
meehanicel speed governors are used. 

The sl:ut·off valve is usually in1tallitd just in front of the 
turbine. The butterfly vialH is used in all normalized hydraulic 
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turbines. Either self-closing throttles or throttles with bal
ancing load are used. The throttle valve is fitted with an oil 
ser.,omotor. 

3. Axial turbines 

The axial hydraulic: turbines •anufaetured by Sanden are pro
vided with horizontal shafts and S-shaped draft tubes. The nomo
graph for preliminary selection of the axial turbine includes 
information on normalized designs. The normal line up of diameters 
of runners with 0.2 m pitch is as follows: 

D1 = 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2 and 2.4 m 

The use of the normalized turbines is reconnended for: 

Hn = 3.5-18 m Q: 3.5-27 m3 sec-1 Pt : 400-3,000 kW 

Two types of axial turbines are produced, one with fixed 
wicket gate assembly and runner blades, the other with fixed wicket 
gate assembly and adjustable runner blades. The turbine has no 
speed governor if it operates for the inteC'connected power grid. 
The turbines opeC'ate without servicing. 

The first type of turbine is used at hydraulic: stations with 
relatively constant discharge and head, when it is not necessary 
to control power. The second type is used at stat ions with var
iable iischaC"ge and power control. These turbines 11re charac
terized by a good level of efficiency in t.he range of discharges 
from 40 to 100 per cent of the full maximum discharge. 

The turbine has the following main componP.nts: a t.uaerfly 
valve; an inlet element with guide hP.aring and wicket gate 
assembly; a runner; a dC'aft tube with guide beaC'ing; and a 
governor. 

The v11lve housing and valve disk are welded of plate steel. 
The disk is installed on the two eccentric supports with stainless 
journals and self-lubricating bushings. There is 11 rubber sealing 
ring adjusting the stainless se11ling ring of the valve housing. 
The sealing may be regulated when the valve is closed 11nd, if 
necessary, it may t>e C'eplaced witho~t dism;int.1 ing the valve. The 
valve housing is flanged to the inlet section of the turbine. The 
connection wit.h the penstock is usually welded. 

The disk is controlled by the hydrauli~ cylinder, to which oil 
is supplied from the governor. The piston shifts the valve far the 
opening. The throttle is self closing, in otheC' words, it is 
closed automatically when the oil is drained from the cylinder. 

The inlet section of the turhine is welded, 11nd the blades &C'e 
welded to the outer shell and the bulb. The sliding be11ring of the 
turhine shaft is arranged in the bulb. The beaC'ing is water lubri 
c11t•·d, dof!s not require wat"r proof seals, 11nd is resistant. lo 
im11•1rit i•,~ and solids int.he water. 

During the st.art up and shut down of lhe t~rhine the lubrica 
ting water goes to the bearing through the bypass. The part of the 
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inlet section which adjoins the runner is made of stainless steel. 
The draft tube is flanged to thP. inlet section, which acts as the 
runner chamber and is made of stainle<'s steel. The rest of the 
tube is welded of ordinary plate steel. The configuration of the 
tube is favourable from the standpoint of hydraulics. Therefore 
high efficiency and minimum vibration are achieved during 
operation. 

For the purpose of disassembly of the tu~bine ~he draft tube 
is divided into two flange connected sections. The lower section 
is concreted into the foundation. 

The housing of the thrust and guide bearing is wP.ldP.d to the 
draft tube on stiffeners. The bearing is of a spherical roller
type with oil lubrication and temperaturP. monitoring. The draft 
tube has a hatch for inspection of the runnP.r and the tube. The 
runner is fitted into the shaft and transDli ts the DIOment through 
friction. The runner blades may be cast of bronze, which is WP.11 
resistant to rust and cavitation. During repairs they may be 
welded up without preheating. 

The runnP.r blades may be adjustable. The force requl~aj for 
t.djustment of blades is transmitted from t e two hydraulic cylin
ders, housed in the thrust bearing case through the pipe, wrapping 
the turbine shaft and connected to the runner hub. The pipe 
rotates together with the shaft. and is driven by the -~rvo

cylinder. The hydraulic seal with the lP.akage drain to the 
draina~e system is located at the pipe outlet. 

The govPrning systP.m consists of the oi 1 pressure plant and 
the governor with solenoid valves controlling the position of 
runner bladP.s and the valve disk. 

The system is intended for manual and automatic start-up, 
9utting the unit on line, shut-down and remote control of loading. 
It is not intended for spP.ed control, but is wP.11 fitted for load 
and head control. 

The governing system of the turbine consists of the standard 
parts. The st.andard high speed generator is usually applied to 
reduce costs. Therefore the gear is installed between the turbine 
and i;enerator. 

H. ;!_1!1.!.!l turbines_ !!!!...!l_!l_f ac:tured -~Hitachi 

llnder the impact of the r.nergy crisis Hita~hi (Japan) began 
t.o p11y much attention to design and manufacture of small P.lectric 
power stations. 'ChP. m11in obstar.le to wide use of the energy of 
smal 1 rivers is the relative high cost of smell hydroelectric 
stations and thP. r.quipment required for them. For profitable 
constru~tion it. is nP.cessary to reduce equipment costs, which is 
only possible when there is widP standardization of the main and 
8u1ili11ry Pq11ip~ent. 

Hit11rhi hu developed st11ntiardiz.P.d r11nges of applir.at.ion for 
various lyp,.s of hydre11l ic: t.11rhines 11sed in sm11l l hydroelectric 
power stations with r.apadtiP.s of from 50 to 10,000 kW. TahlP. 10 
shows th,. r11ngPs ~f appl!r11tion of various typP.s of turhines. 
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Tsble 10. Various t1pes of turbine: ranges of applir.stion 

Hn 
TJpe of turbine (m) ns 

------------------------------------
Pelton 
Francis 
Kaplar: 
Horizontal axia_ 

200 m and higher 
10-600 

5-100 
3-20 

9-35 
55-40(, 

230-1 050 
450-1 190 

Detailed information on different t1pes of turbine is given 
below. 

1. Francis turbines 

The nomographs for 
developed for countries 
electric lines. 

preliminarJ selection 
using frequencies of 

of turbines were 
50 or 60 Hz in 

Use of the normalized turbines is proposed at: 

Hn = 20-180 m Q = 0.8-25 ml sec-I Pt 300-10,000 k~ 
n = 375-1,000 min-1 (for frequency of 50 Hz) 

The following line-up of the diameters of ru"DP.rs for these 
turbines was taken: 

D1 ~ 0.375, 0.40, 0.425, 0.450. 0.475, 0.50, 0.530, 0.560, 
0.60, 0.63, 0.67, 0.710, 0.750, 0.80, 0.85, O.~, C.95, 
1.00, 1.060, 1.120, 1.180, 1.250 and 1.320 m 

Alto6ether, 23 normalized sizes were adopted. It should be 
noted that the minimum diameter at the le~~ing edge of the runner 
blade was expressed through 01. Fourteen different models of 
the runner are us~d for the considered range of Hn and Q. 

TahlP 11 shows thP. range ~f application of each type of tur
hine (for frequency of 50 Hz). .t. total of 151 standard sizes of 
turbines arP. reconnended for use. 

Similar information is availehle for a frequency of 60 Hz. 
Here 137 standard turbine sizes are u~ed. 

The distinguishing f.eature of vertical turbine de1ign is its 
distinct difference from conventional designs for large and medium 
units. It hu belln possible to reduce considerably th!! l!!ngth of 
th!! shaft. 11nd t hP. height of the unit lhrough the use of the connon 
shsft fnr the turbine and the generator. The shaft is provided 
wit.h l.wn supports. One of them is a radial support in the area of 
t.hP. tnp spicier of the generator, and the other is on the turbine 
r.ovPr, where t.he red isl and uisl thr11i:ts 11re taken up. 

ThP. st.stor r!!st.s on the flangf! 
whirh is cut. together with supports. 

of the turbine stay ring, 
The shells of thP. spiral 
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case are welded; the design of the hydraulic part of the unit is 
conventional; and the 1tdjustable wicket gate assembly has an outer 
shifting ring. 

Table 11. Operating parameters of various turbine types 
with frequency of 50 Hz 

Tur-
bine Kn Q Pt n D1 
type ns Cm) (m3 sec-1) (k.W) <min-1) (m) 

A 105 95-120 1.8-2.7 l 500-3 000 750 0.8-0.85 
B 135 68-160 1.0-9.0 750-10 000 1 000-600 0.6-1.32 
c 150 60-150 0.9-9.0 500-10 000 l 000-600 0.5-J 18 
D 165 48-160 o.e-12 300-10 000 1 000-500 0.475-1.32 
Do 170 98-115 11-13 900-1 000 500 1.32 
E 192 35-62 0.8-1.5 300-750 1 000 0.425-0.475 
F 205 29-115 1.0-14 300-10 000 750-500 0.5-1.25 
G 235 30-45 0.85-1.2 300-450 1 000 0.4-0.425 
H 245 22-88 0.9-14 250-10 000 750-500 0.45-1.18 
I 255 65-85 14-18 1 QOO 428 1.32 
J 290 21- 76 1.2-22 300-10 000 750-428 0.425-1.25 
L 325 18-55 1.3-25 300-10 000 750-375 0.375-1.18 
M 375 19-48 2.0-26 300-10 000 750-375 0.4-1.12 

The design of the unit makes possible a considerable reduc
tion in the (:eriod of assembly. For example, fo-: turbines of 
capacity 3. 5 MW of conventional design, the period of assembly 
usually took 75 days. This period has been reduced to 35 days, 
thu1 by nearly one half, f·.Jr tuz:-bines of normalized tiesign. The 
assembly of such 1t unit may be pez:-fonned by means of a mobile 
crane. 

The hydz:-aulic turbine may be connected with a synchronous or 
an induction genez:-at~~- The induction generatoz:- has no exciter and 
governor if the electric line is sufficiently extensive and high
powered. Thus the induction generatoz:- allows the use of simplified 
equipment, which results in cost reduction. The laz:-gest generator 
of this type in Japan at the beginning of 1979 was supplied by 
Hitachi. Its capacity was 7,850 kW. 

The turbine gove~nor is either mechanical or electrical, the 
latter type being smaller and easier to service. 

The mechanical governors are standardiz<!d for' tuC'binu of 
small hydr'opower stations. If the induction geneC'ator is used, 
th('n the speed is not contC'ollP.d b:t the governor'. In th i 11 case 
its function is to contz:-ol the unit, depending on variations of 
the upstC'eam watez:- level and the load. 

~C'oper'ly designed cont Ml and pC'otecti ve equipment. are sup
plied. The electrical instrumentation, protection devices, the 
e1c iteC' and tL elec tdca l speed governor' ar'e installed in the 
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c09m0n block in the standard installations with the synchronous 
generator of 5,000 kW or lower capacity. 

Apart from the vP.rtical turbines the standardized horizontal 
spiral turbines are used at: 

Hn : 20-100 m and Pt = 50-1,000 tW 

The hydraulic part of these unit~ ~~ of a conventional design 
with the shifting ring of the wicket gate :!ssembly installed from 
the side .Jf the draft tube. One r,uide turbine bearing and two 
generator bearings are installed. The turbine and generator shafts 
are rigidly flanged and the flywheel is installed ~~tween the 
flanges. 

2. Axial tur~ines 

The company recoanends the following two types of horizontal 
axial turbines for puctical use at small hydroelectric power
stations: straight-flow bulb type; and bulb type with an S-shaped 
draft tube. There are nomographs for preliminary selection of 
hydraulic turbines for frequencies of 50 and 60 Hz. 

The normalized hydraulic turbines cover the following range 
in relation to the head and discharge for the frequency of 50 Hz 

Hn = 3-20 m Q = 2-28 m3 sec-1 
n = 214-150 min-1 

100-5,000 kW 

The unifiP.d 1 ine-up of runner d~ameters includes the 
following sizes: 

D1 = 0.70, 0.75, 0.80, 0.90, 1.00, 1.12, 1.25, 1.40, 1.60, 
1. 80 and 2. 00 m 

Altogether there are 11 normalized sizes. 

Forty-eight standard sizes of uial hydraulic t.urbines are 
proposed to cover the established ranges in rP.1.ation to the head 
and discharge. 

1. Small turbines manufactured _ _!!L.l?i!Q.f!!.LGil~eJI 
and_Gordon 

Gilbert Gilkes and Gordon (United ICing•iom of GrPat Britain 
and Northern Ireland) manufacturP.s turbines of all types, with the 
e11ception of uial· flow turbines. Equipment intended for sm111l 
hydroP.lectric power stations is onP of its main produr.ts. 

The approximate range accor<iing to l:ead an<i r.apar ity fAl ls 

within the Ji~its: 

Hn = 3 24 m Pt~ 86,000 k.W 

5ev'!n types of water passages of Francis turbinP.s an<i five 
types of impulse turbines are av11ilablr. to cover the given range 
of applic:11t.ion. 
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T•ble 12 shows the specific speeds for •11 tfpes of turbines. 

Table 12. Specific turbine speeds 

TJpe ns 

c 311 
2 302 
I 244 
III 187 
61 185 
IV 142 
v 109 
S.J 65 
T.J 65 
TI 51.5 
HCTI 65 
PELT 22.6 

The runners with the hig:iest speed are used for low heads 
within the limits Rn ~ 2.8-4.2 •· Onlf Francis turbines are 
recomnended for ~~ads up to Rn 2 3-13 •· 

Francis and iapulse Turgo turbine~ arP. used for the range of 
heads Rn "' 15-35 •· Frands turbines are not used for heads 
higher than 150 a. Iapulse inr.lined-jet hJdraulic turbines are 
recomended for heads Rn = 15-400 • and the iapulse bucket tur
bines for the heads Rn • 40-1,200 •· 

Hydraulic turbines with an open nu- for low heads are of 
simple design. The turbine shaft m&J be either vertical or hori
zontal. The shaft is connected with the step-up gear in vertical 
turbines, the output horizontal shaft of which is connected with 
the high-speed gener.&tor. The flJWheel is installed on the hori
zontal intermediate shaft. 

The belt drives are used to drive the generator; the spiral 
radial-uial hydraulic: turbines are USl!d for low heads; and the 
water is conveyed through the penstock. In all cues the draft 
tube is straight and conical. 

The horizontal shaft rests on two bearings in the spiral 
hydraulic turbines. It is connected either with the a.c. 
(synchronous) generator or with any other unit by means of a rigid 
coupling. The third be•ring is added if the belt drive is used. 

The cast or wf!lded sted spiral cases are used for -diua 
heads. The impulsP. inclined-jet hydraulic turbines ere also mede 
for medium heads. There are two types, with one or two "•JZZles, 
thf! spl!cific speed of which is about 65. The turbine is simple in 
desitn end f!asy to manufacture. 
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The efficienCJ of such turbines i~ higher than that of lov
speed radial-a1ial hJdraulic turbines. In particular, t.urb\ nes 
with s .. 11 seal clearances of the runner wear considerablJ in the 
presence of abrasive suspended .. tters in the water. The inclined
jet turbine is alvaJs characterized bJ higher efficiencJ at loads 
of less than 518 or 314. 

Double control bJ -•as of the nozzle, needle and deflector 
is realized in the inclined-jet turbines. The efficient control 
SJste• is particularlJ important in long penstocts. 

The impulse buctet and inclined-jet hJdraulic turbines are 
used for high heads, e1cept in the case of s .. 11 capacities. The 
bucket hJdraulic turbines are not used at heads of less than 100 a. 
The bucket hJdraulic turbines are ••de for heads up to 800 11. For 
high heads these turbines .. J be supplied according to cust0111 made 
designs. 

The impulse turbines are .. inlJ aade with one nozzle; turbines 
with two runners are also used. For the llOst part, turbines with 
22.6 specific speed are e•ploJed. 

The runner is installed with its own bearings for turbines 
with a capacitJ of less than 750 tw. The runner is arran-.ed at 
the generator. shaft end for higher capacities. In this cu .. the 
supports and the generat~r shaft are of special reinforced de1ign, 
.. ti~g it possible to reduce costs. 

The generators are of custoa-11ade design; theJ are designed 
for speed increases of 70-200 per cent in runawaJ conditions. 

Th 
isolated 
electric 
designed 
parallel 

s1nchronous generator, operating for the line or the 
load, is driven by the turbine at conventional hJdro-
pover-stations. The generator and the governor should be 
in such a way as to ensure the required frequency in 

and isolated 110des of operation. 

Asynchronous or induction generators are also used on a wider 
scale. these generators are of simple design and cheaper in co111· 
parison with synchronous generators. Speed is controlied by the 
line frequency on which the generator operates. The efficiency of 
the asynchronous generator is often less than that of the syn 
chronous generator. 

Gilbert Gilkes and Gordon does not manufacture its own 
governors. The low-capacity turbines are controlled by elP.i:tric 
gover.nors. 
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SOIMAIRE 

Les directives ci-apres sur }'utilisation des petites 
turbines hydrauliques ont pt>~r obj et de presenter les 
c:arac:teristiques de cet equipeeent • des specialistes de 
l'utilisation de l'energie hydraulique fournie par les petits 
c:ours d'eau. 

Les directives cCJtlPOrtent une breve description des turbines 
et de leurs c:onfiguratiors de base, ainsi qu'un examen des 
principaus probli9es et llitb~des de noraalisation. Elles donnent 
egal-nt des esemples specifi'iues de aise au point de types 
c:ourants de turbines a reactio"I et a iapulsion, un aper~u de 
l'esperience ac:quise dans le doaaine de la no~!lisation et des 
propositions eaanant des c:onstruc:teurs. 

El objetivo de las siguieates pautas para la aplicacion de 
pequenas turbinas hidraulicas es presentar las caracteristic:as de 
diseno del equipo de turbina a especialistas en el aprovechamiento 
de la energia bidraulica de los rios pequenos. 

Las pautas c:oaprenden una breve descripc:ion de las turbinas y 
las c:onfiguraciones bisicas de la turb:na y un exaae~ de los 
principales metodos de noraalizacion J probleaas que esto plantea. 
Se dan tsmbien ejeaplos especiales de desarrolo de ga-s 
noraalizadas de turbinas de ac:cion y de iapulsion, una exposicion 
general de la experienc:ia adquirida en la esfera de la 
noraalizacion y •ugerencias de fabricantes de pequenas turbinas. 




